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I predit a time when there will bemathematial investigations of aluliontaining ontraditions, and people willatually be proud of having emanipatedthemselves from onsisteny.Ludwig WittgensteinPhilosophial Remarks
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PrefaeIt would be almost twenty years ago when I deided that I'd like to know aboutlogi. I went to a book shop and bought a book alled \Logi" by a guy alledHegel. I ouldn't make any sense of it at all, and soon lost interest. I did not knowat that stage that nobody understands Hegel, and whatever he was talking aboutin that book, it wasn't Logi!Muh later, wanting to know how omputers do what they do, I deided togo to university to study maths, philosophy and omputer siene. Unfortunately,the omputer siene people didn't seem very interested in how omputers work,just how to write programs, whih I already knew. Maths and philosophy wereexellent fun though, so I dropped omsi.There was no logi ourse when I started at uni. Then Dr. Mark Colyvanarrived and suddenly there were three, and one on the philosophy of maths. Itwas Mark's idea for me to do a thesis on inonsistent maths. Many of the ideasrealised in this study were formed under his guidane during the �rst year of thistwo year, part-time projet.For my �rst logi ourse, the tutor was Dr. J.C. Beall. JC ouldn't bear toshelter us from the ompliated world of modern Logi. His enthusiasti digressionsbeyond the elementary level soon had me hooked. I asked JC if he would help melearn Logi. This led to our Saturday sessions at Jane Franklin Hall (where helived). We �xed his omputer problems, swatted for my algebra exams, disussedhis researh in logial pluralism, ate ollege food in the sunshine, and read about50 pages of van Frassen's \Formal Semantis and Logi" [Van71℄. Happy days.JC and Mark also led me to the Automated Reasoning Group's annual LogiSummer Shool at the ANU. I've now been to this twie, as Dr Jen Davoreninvited me to return for a Summer Researh Projet. While I was there, I hadsome very helpful disussions on inonsistent maths with Dr John Slaney, andEmeritus Professor Robert K. Meyer.A o-summer-sholar at ANU was my honours 2000 lassmate Paul Hunter.He has made two signi�ant ontributions to this projet. First, he got deeplyinto investigating internalised equalities in onnetion with non-standard analysis.(ii)



The result was [Hun00℄, and hene large parts of hapter 7. Seondly, he gave upmuh of his mid-semester break reading a draft of this thesis, and emailing hisvery helpful suggestions.Mark's idea was to ompare Robinson's non-standard analysis withMortensen'sinonsistent analysis. I started by reading about non-standard analysis, thenstarted work on the de�nitions and results I felt were neessary to present this\properly". In retrospet, I guess it's not surprising that I still haven't aheivedit. The �rst step in doing mathematis properly, is to get preise about the lan-guage you are using. I have been able to do that largely thanks to Dr PeterTrotter's tuition in the ourse \Languages and Automata". I'm also grateful thathe has enouraged me, on several oasions, to be septial. I am probably moreseptial than Dr Trotter would onsider healthy. I an pik an aeptable prooffrom a dud, but I sometimes I wonder whether suh a proof is really a good reasonfor believing its onlusion. I also wonder why ontraditions shouldn't be true.Hene this study.One you have a language, you need to get preise about what the parts ofthat language mean. This triky business is alled Formal Semantis. Bak when Istarted at university, I felt that the maths, philosophy and omputer siene wouldall onverge to a deep understanding of : : : everything. One early sign that thismight happen is that the formal semantis I read with JC turns out to be almostthe same thing as the universal algebra that I studied under Dr Barry Gardner.Tarski, of ourse, was a major ontributor to both subjets.Dr Gardner was my o-supervisor initially. Mark generously o�ered to super-vise via email when he was lured to the USA, but my approah was beominginreasingly mathematial. So I imposed on Barry to extend himself beyond hisalready enormous range of sholarship, into the the dark world of the transonsis-tent. I owe Barry a huge hunk of my mathematial eduation. Likewise for Markand philosophy. Mark also read a late draft at very short notie. If this study isany good, a fair bit of redit must go to these two guys. Of ourse, where it's notgood, no one is to blame but me.My thanks go to all the people I have mentioned (exept for Hegel), as well asmy wife Irene and my mother-in-law Bev, who have enouraged me and given methe time to get this done. Greg O'KeefeSeptember 2001(iii)
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Chapter 1What?!The title of this hapter is what I imagine many readers will be thinking whenthey see the title of this thesis. I hope that by the time we reah Chapter 2,the idea of inonsistent mathematis will make at least a little bit of sense.This is an exerise in logi. But what is logi? What do logiians do?The logiian seeks to �nd out what follows from what. We want to beable to extrat as muh information as possible from any desription of fats.From a given set of sentenes, we want to �nd their onsequenes.Logi got approximately nowhere until the mid 1800's. Then Boole foundthat the logial onnetives an be treated as operators in an algebra. Logireally got started in 1879, when Frege published Conept Sript.Frege really wanted to develop arithmeti from logi alone. For exam-ple, with his system of logi, he was able to onstrut the onept \non-self-idential". Conepts have extensions1, the lass of things to whih theonept applies. Now everything is idential to itself, so the extension ofthe onept \non-self-idential" is empty. Frege then de�ned zero to be thelass of extensions that an be mapped one-to-one onto this one. Of oursehe had to de�ne \one-to-one onto mapping", purely in terms of his logi aswell. The onept \suessor of" (whih he also had to de�ne), gave him thenatural numbers and hene arithmeti.Don't be fooled by the brevity of my aount. This was a lifetime's work.There an be no handwaving when working on the foundations. Sadly, hardlyanyone paid attention to Frege's work while he was alive. Even worse, as theseond volume of his Basi Laws of Arithmeti was being printed, at his own1Think of these as sets if it helps. 1



expense, he reeived a letter from Bertrand Russell showing that the systemontained a ontradition. This was the famous Russell paradox: the lassof non-self-membered lasses is both a member of itself, and not a memberof itself.Russell and Hilbert both attempted programmes similar to Frege's. Theyalso su�ered a similar fate2: G�odel [G�od31℄ proved that any onsistent formalsystem that an express arithmeti, is inomplete. There will be sentenesthat annot be proved, nor their negations proved, in that system.Those who wish to do arithmeti3 in a formal system, fae a simple hoiethen. The system must be inonsistent or inomplete. Until reently, thishas been taken to be no hoie at all. Mathematiians would not even on-template working with an inonsistent theory. Why not?Two distint and important onepts are routinely onated by mathe-matiians: inonsisteny and triviality.De�nition 1.0.1. Let L be a language with negation :. A theory Th of Lis inonsistent i� there is some formula A 2 L suh that A;:A 2 Th. Thetheory Th is onsistent otherwise.The notion of language is introdued in Chapter 2, with a de�nition at2.2.3. Theory is de�ned in 5.2.9, but roughly, it is a set of sentenes thatinludes all of its onsequenes.De�nition 1.0.2. A theory Th � L is trivial i� Th = L.The following is adapted from [Sto74, Thm. 3.7.1℄. Of ourse, no dis-respet is intended. Unlike most authors, Stoll does distinguish these twoonepts, and onsiders it worthwhile to prove their equivalene. His proofhowever rests on assumptions that we onsider unjusti�ed.Flawed Proposition 1.0.3. Every inonsistent theory is trivial.Proofs of this awed proposition take the following form: Let Th be aninonsistent theory. Then we have a formula A with A 2 Th and :A 2Th. Every formula is a onsequene of fA;:Ag, therefore Th ontains everyformula.In short, the proposition is awed beause there are onsequene relationssuh that not every formula is a onsequene of fA;:Ag.2Russell also had to pay to get Prinipia Mathematia [W&R10℄ published.3or anything stronger 2



We will have a lot to say about onsequene. In Chapter 3 we de�nesemanti onsequene (3.7.6). Roughly, this says that the onlusion holdsin every ase where all the premises do. Chapter 3 (Semantis) is reallythe ore of this study. I take semanti onsequene to be prior to dedutiveonsequene. Unlike Hilbert and other \formalists", I prefer to think ofmathematial statements as meaning something. One this notion has beenmade lear, we seek a dedutive alulus that gives us the same onsequenerelation4.Chapter 4 briey surveys dedution, and dedutive onsequene. A on-lusion is a dedutive onsequene of its premises if it an be proved fromthem. Here, \proof" is a tehnial term, de�ned by the partiular dedu-tive system in question. This is the key in the move from mathematis tometamathematis. One you have a de�nition of proof, you an stop provingthings in the theory, and start proving things about the theory. There are de-dutive systems where you an not prove an arbitary formula from fA;:Ag,although we will not present them here.In Chapter 5 we explore the general notion of onsequene, and its on-netion with algebrai and topologial losures. In Setion 6.1 we will give avery simple inonsistent nontrivial theory. The onsequene relation underwhih the theory is losed is a semanti one.Contraditions do entail everything under most aounts of formal seman-tis. This is beause they allow no interpretation that satis�es a senteneand its negation. If no interpretation satis�es fA;:Ag, then every interpre-tation that satis�es it satis�es C, for any formula C. Therefore everthing isa onsequene of fA;:Ag. By employing more than two truth-values, we areable to onstrut interpretations where ontraditions are satis�ed, so noteverything follows from them.Why would we want interpretations that satisfy ontraditions? Contra-ditions an't possibly be true, so these interpretations are just depriving usof perfetly good onsequenes. There are lots of answers to this, but I willgive only the ones that seem most important to the present study.This whole enterprise of formalising mathematial theories, then provingthings about them using mathematial tehniques, is alled metamathemat-is. Usually the game-plan is to prove things using very simple, \undis-putable" forms of inferene, to show that more ontroversial properties are4Cynial readers might suggest that I take this position beause I did not get enoughwork done on dedution. 3



satis�ed. For example, Hilbert wanted to show that the \paradise" of in�ni-ties disovered by Cantor did not involve any ontraditions. Many see these\foundational" exerises as the purest of pure mathematis (and might there-fore question their worth). I would argue that this is applied mathematisthough. It is mathematial logi applied to mathematis.One way of looking at the present study is as pure metamathematis. Thatis, it doesn't matter whether the onsequene relations we onstrut reetwhat really follows from what. We just mess around with them beause theyare interesting. It is omparable to a pure mathematiian wondering in timeslong past, \what if �1 had a square root?" Like that guy (or girl), we justome up with razy ideas that an't possibly have any real life appliation,and see what we get5.There are philosophial logiians though, who argue that ontraditionsan be true. (eg DaCosta [daC74℄, Priest [Pri87℄, Resher [R&B80℄) Oneould see the philosophial logiians as representing the experimental branhof logi. (They ondut \thought experiments") The mathematial logiianspersue the theoretial aspets of logi. This is where this work �ts in. Ourrole, is to formulate mathematial apparatus that explains the philosophers'\observations", and enables us to make \preditions" about what followsfrom what.The formal semantis that we develop in Chapter 3 is a generalisation ofthe usual one. As a result we get a de�nition of model (3.7.5) that appliesto all the usual mathematial strutures and muh more besides, inludingsome inonsistent strutures. The di�erene is that our models inlude alogi (defn. 3.5.1). Plenty of people have suggested alternative logis, butthey are usually proposing that their logi is the One True Logi. A morereent development is \Logial Pluralism" (see eg [B&R00℄), the dotrinethat there is no One True Logi, and that di�erent logis are good for di�erentpurposes. This is another philosophial motivation for the present work. Welaim that rather than simply proving things, the prudent mathematiianought to speify in whih logi her results hold.
5We assume the reader is aware that eletrial engineers make onstant use of p�1.4



Chapter 2LanguageOur aim in this hapter is to introdue formal languages. We will also de�nethe formal language that will be used throughout the rest of this work.The approah taken here is more ommon in Computer Siene and For-mal Linguistis literature than it is in logi. I prefer it beause it is moreonrete and allows us to de�ne languages very onisely using the popularBakus Naur Form (BNF) ([Nau63℄).Muh of the material in this hapter omes from [How91℄.We will de�ne an objet alled a grammar. The grammar has elementsfrom whih we an build sentenes, and rules alled produtions determininghow the sentenes an be built.The terminology is onfusing. Although these \building bloks" are morelike English words, we all the set of them the terminal alphabet, or simplythe alphabet. In some books you also �nd the sentenes of the languagealled \words".Grammatial strutures like sentenes and terms (phrases that namethings) are represented by another set of symbols alled the non-terminalalphabet.The following example is a quik preview of the detailed presentation thatbegins in the next setion. Consider the sentene \Bill loves Mary." It on-tains1 two names and a binary prediate. The grammatial rule that admitsthis sentene might say something like \The result of plaing a binary pred-iate between two terms is a sentene." In a orresponding formal grammar,we might have non-terminal symbols: � for sentene; � for names; and � for1For simpliity, we neglet the full stop. 5



binary prediates. The prodution orresponding to our grammatial rulewould then be written � ! ���In order for \Bill loves Mary" to be a sentene of the language, the formalgrammar would also need to ontain the produtions�! lovesand � ! Bill; � ! MaryThis last pair, we would abbreviate by� ! Bill j MaryA derivation of the sentene in the grammar is shown by the followingnotation: � ) ��� ) Bill �� ) Bill loves � ) Bill loves MaryNote that this derivation is not unique. It will not bother us here, butit is nie to have a unique derivation for eah sentene when working withautomata. Roughly speaking, this gives you a deterministi automaton.2.1 StringsA language over a set of symbols A is a subset of the strings over A.De�nition 2.1.1. A string over a set A is a �nite tuple ha1; a2; : : : ; aniwhere n 2 N and eah ai 2 A.We write A+ for the set of non-empty strings over A. More preisely, wede�ne A+ =df [n=1;2:::fha1; : : : ; ani : ai 2 A; i = 1 : : : ngWe will soon �nd a use for the empty string, so we also de�neA� =df A+ [ fhigWe will usually write a1a2 : : : an for ha1; a2; : : : ; ani. Another way of view-ing this onvention will beome possible one we have de�ned onatenation.6



De�nition 2.1.2. If b = hb1; b2; : : : ; bmi and  = h1; 2; : : : ; ni then wede�ne the onatenation of b and  byb =df hb1; b2; : : : ; bm; 1; 2; : : : ; niNow onatenation is learly an assoiative binary operation on A+ andA�, so we have a semigroup and a monoid respetively. If we neglet thedistintion between a and hai for eah a 2 A, then we see that a1a2 : : : andoes atually denote ha1; a2; : : : ; ani. Also A+ is the free semigroup generatedby A, and A� the free monoid. See [B&S00, x11℄.Notation 2.1.3. We will use the � and + supersripts with arbitary sets ofstrings, in the obvious way. If B is a set of strings then B+ will denotethe smallest set ontaining B and losed under onatenation. If we wish toinlude the empty string, we will write B�.2.2 GrammarDe�nition 2.2.1. A grammar is a tuple � = hA;N;�; �i, where� A is a set of symbols that we all the terminal alphabet� N is a set of symbols, disjoint from A, that we all the non-terminalalphabet� � � N+ � fN [ Ag� is alled the produtions� � 2 N is the initial elementWe write u! v to state that the pair hu; vi is a member of the produ-tions � of our grammar. If u! v and u! w, then we write u! v j w.This notation for the produtions has an intuitive reading. We an read� ! P j :� j (� ^ �)as \A sentene is one of the following: the letter `P '; a negation sign followedby a sentene; or two sentenes with a onjuntion sign between them, allenlosed in brakets."This mehanism for giving languages is known as Bakus Naur Form (see[Nau63℄). It is equivalent to, yet disovered independently of the phrasestruture grammars of Chomsky ([Cho56℄, [Cho57℄, [How91℄).We now need an aount of exatly how to get a langage from a grammar.7



De�nition 2.2.2. For w;w0 2 fA [ Ng� we write w ) w0 if there arex; y 2 fA [ Ng� and a prodution u ! v in �, suh that w = xuy andy = xvy. We say that w0 derives from w, and we all the pair hw;w0i anelementary derivation of �.If w ) w1 ) w2 ) : : : ) wn = z then we also say that z derives fromw. In this ase we write w �) z. We all the n-tuple hw;w1; : : : ; wn = zi aderivation in �.We obtain a language from a grammar by inluding all the strings of theterminal alphabet that are derived from the initial element.De�nition 2.2.3. The language L(�) generated by � isL(�) =df fw 2 A� : � �) wg2.3 The Language of Propositional LogisIn this setion, I'll de�ne the language of lassial propositional logi (CPL)as it is often done in logi books. Then I'll show how this language an begiven by a formal grammar as de�ned above.The language of CPL is de�ned as follows. We take a set of propositionalvariables P1; P2; : : : and the onnetives :;_;^;�;�. Then the language Sis the smallest set suh that(i) P1; P2; : : : 2 S(ii) if A;B 2 S then :A; (A _ B); (A ^B); (A � B); (A � B) 2 SClause (i) gives us the atomi sentenes. We an inlude them in thelanguage of a formal grammar by adding the following to the produtions� ! P1 j P2 j : : :The seond lause, (ii) an be translated into the following produtions� ! :� j (� _ �) j (� ^ �) j (� � �) j (� _ �) j (� � �)Our non-terminal alphabet is N = f�g. Our terminal alphabet is A =f(; );:;_;^;�;�; P1; P2; : : : g. 8



Terminology 2.3.1. The language just de�ned will be refered to as S throughtthis study.The letter S is hosen to remind us that the language is a sentential, nota prediative one. That is, the \smallest" building blok of the language rep-resents a omplete sentene. In the next setion we will de�ne a muh moreuseful language, where sentenes may be onstruted by applying prediatesto terms.It is ommon to give the terminal alphabet as several disjoint sets. Wemay have a set of atomi terms, ie simple names. We may have a set ofrelation symbols, or perhaps a set for relational symbols of eah arity n 2 N ,and similarly for funtion symbols. We may also have a separate set of logialsymbols, whose interpretation (see Chapter 3) is �xed more rigidly than thenon-logial ones. Roughly speaking, the logi we are onsidering at any givenmoment will be represented by the interpretation of the logial symbols. Thatwill enable us to de�ne validity under a given logi. This generalisation ofthe notion of validity is one of our main objetives.2.4 The Language of First Order LogisHere we will de�ne the main language that will be used throughout theremainder of this study. In later hapters, we will sometimes ignore partsof the language, or use more intuition-friendly symbols. By giving a spei�onrete language here, I an simplify the presentation of semantis in thenext hapter.The de�nition looks ompliated, but we shall see that it has muh inommon with ordinary mathematial notation. It might be helpful to lookat �gure 1 on page (iv), where I have shown pitorially how the parts of thislanguage ome together.Muh of the material in this setion is drawn from [End72℄, [Sto74℄ and[Doe96℄.The terminal alphabet A is the union of the following sets:� propositional variables fP1; P2; : : :g� sentential onnetives{ of arity 0 (nullary) f>1;>2; : : : ;?1;?2; : : : g (truth names){ of arity 1 (unary) f:g 9



{ of arity 2 (binary) f_;^;�;�g� logial relation-symbols (logial prediates){ of arity 2 (binary) f=g� relation-symbols (prediates){ of arity 0 (nullary) fR0;1; R0;2; : : : g{ of arity 1 (unary) fR1;1; R1;2; : : : g{ of arity 2 (binary) fR2;1; R2;2; : : : g{ ...� variables fx1; x2; : : : g� funtion-symbols{ of arity 0 fn1; n2; : : :g (simple names){ of arity 1 (unary) ff1;1; f1;2; : : : g{ of arity 2 (binary) ff2;1; f2;2; : : : g{ ...� quanti�ation symbols f8; 9g� puntuation2 : the set ontaining only the following three symbols (),.Note that we have three distint objets here that an stand for a state-ment. The reasons for this will beome learer in Chapter 3, where we intro-due formal semantis. Roughly though, the di�erene between them is howvulnerable they are to reinterpretation. The nullary sentential onnetives,or truth names are interpreted by the logi, the nullary relation symbols areinterpreted by the model3 , and the propositional variables are interpretedby a truth-assignment. To be valid in a model, a sentene must be satis�edby all assignments on that model, to be valid in a logi, a sentene must2The usual notation makes it diÆult to indiate that the omma symbol is a memberof a set. The reader is therefore asked to exuse this rather odd presentation.3Or model proper, sine later we onsider the logi to be part of the model.10



satisfy all models on that logi, and to be valid simpliiter, a sentene mustbe satis�ed by all logis4.The following produtions merely reord the roles of the symbols in theformal grammar:� ! P1 j P2 j : : : propositional variables� ! >1 j >2 j : : : j ?1 j ?2 j : : : truth names (nullary logial onnetives)�0 ! R0;1 j R0;2 j : : : nullary prediates�1 ! R1;1 j R1;2 j : : : unary prediates�2 ! R2;1 j R2;2 j : : : binary prediates..."2 ! = binary logial prediates�1 ! : unary logial onnetives�2 ! _ j ^ j�j� binary logial onnetives� ! n1 j n2 j : : : simple names (nullary funtion symbols)�1 ! f1;1 j f1;2 j : : : unary funtion symbols�2 ! f2;1 j f2;2 j : : : binary funtion symbols...� ! x1 j x2 j : : : (objet) variablesWe require an existential and a universal quanti�er for eah of the (objet)variables. ! ! (9�) j (8�) quanti�ersIn addition to the symbols that appear on the left hand sides of theseprodutions, the non-terminal alphabet N also ontains � , whih we shalluse presently to de�ne the terms of the language.4Note that the \strong" propositional logi K3, of Kleene has no valid formulae. (see[Pri01, x7.3℄, [Kle52, x64℄, [Kle38℄) It therefore seems likely that there are no valid formulaein the sense just given.
11



The remaining produtions are� ! �1� unary ompound sentenes� ! (��2�) binary ompound sentenes� ! �0 nullary prediates� ! �1� j �2�� j : : : applied prediates� ! �"2� applied logial prediates (equations)� ! !� quanti�ed sentenes� ! x1 j x2 j : : : (objet) variables� ! n1 j n2 j : : : simple names (nullary funtion symbols)� ! �1(�) j �2(�; �) j : : : applied funtion symbolsTerminology 2.4.1. The language given by this grammar will be alled L.It will also be useful to have names for two languages de�ned by the samegrammar as this one, exept with di�erent initial symols. The languageobtained by using ! as the initial symbol will be alled the quanti�ers. Thelanguage obtained by using � as the initial symbol will be alled the terms.At times, we will use the formal language in the text, just to show thatit an be done. But often we will be sympatheti to the reader by usingmnemoni symbols in plae of the formal ones, by adding brakets aroundequations and so on.
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Chapter 3SemantisIn the last hapter, we introdued formal languages. In this hapter, we willshow how to attah meaning to the expressions of our languages S and L.We are interested in languages beause we an use them to say things. Weare about statements, not about questions, exlamations, ommands and soon. Statements tell us how things stand in some world. That is they, speifyonditions.The meaning of a statement, for our purposes, is the onditions underwhih it is true, the onditions under whih it is false, and the onditionsunder whih it takes any other mode of veraity. This enables us to givede�nitions for onsequene, and validity. Although mathematis makes nosense whatsoever without these onepts, we rarely think arefully aboutthem in the way we do about order relations and linear operators and suh.This important notion of onsequene may be outlined as follows. Givena olletion of statements, and some notion of what onditions are possiblein the kind of world we are interested in, we may �nd other statements thatare satis�ed by all the worlds of this kind that satisfy our initial olletion.These other statements, we all onsequenes of the initial olletion.How are we to go about attahing meaning to the sentenes of our lan-guages? The meaning of a sentene depends on its omponents, and the waythese omponents are put together. Returning to our example from Chapter2 (page 5), the meaning of \Bill loves Mary" depends on whih people thenames \Bill" and \Mary" refer to, and what onept the word \loves" de-notes. Assume for the moment that the interpretation of these three words is�xed to something like our normal usage. Then although they have the sameomponents, the sentenes \Bill loves Mary" and \Mary loves Bill" have the13



same omponents but quite distint meanings. The di�erene is the way theomponents are put together.Our formal languages are given by produtions. We will make the mean-ing of expressions depend on their struture and omponents by giving in-terpretation rules that mirror the produtions of the languages' grammar.An interpretation of the sentene \Bill loves Mary" must �x the deno-tation of the names \Bill " and \Mary", and assign a truth-value to thesentene. This suggests that the meaning of the (two plae, in�x) prediate\loves" is a map from pairs of objets to truth values.This is of ourse the referene (Frege's term) or extension (Quine) of therelation-symbol. Quine [Qui61℄ has pointed out that there must be moreto meaning than this, otherwise \reature with a heart" and \reature withkidneys" would mean the same thing, as they apply to exatly the sameobjets. Similarly with Frege's example: \morning star" and \evening star"both denote the planet Venus, but have distint meanings. In both ases, thetwo phrases have di�erent sense (Frege) or intension (Quine) but the sameextension or referene. We will on�ne ourselves to referential meaning here,but sense is not beyond the apabilities of logi. See for example Zalta's[Zal88℄.Diagram 1 (page (iv)) summarises the languages and strutures (worlds)we will be working with, and the interpretation funtions that assign mean-ings to the expressions of our languages. The remainder of this hapter willbe dediated to explaining and making preise the ideas in this diagram.3.1 The Universe and the Truth ValuesInterpretations of a language are built from two sets: a set of truth valuesand a universe.The truth values are the ways in whih a sentene an apply to a world.For example, a sentene might be true, false, both true and false, known,unknowable, unknown, known to be false, proven, provable, and so on. Someof the values in eah set of truth values will be designated. That is, weonsider them ways of being true. The ontext should make it lear what setof truth values is being used.Interpretations of the sentential language S use only a set of truth values.To interpret the prediative language L, we also need a universe. The Uni-verse is the set of things that the language L is taken to be talking about. The14



(objet) variables range over this set, and the proper names name individualsfrom it.Notation 3.1.1. The truth values will be denoted by TV , and the designatedtruth values by D. We always have D � TV .The universe will be denoted by U .Eah of the next few setions are dediated to a kind of expression, andthe struture that those expressions are mapped to by the interpretations.3.2 Sentenes and Truth ValuesIn this setion, we will show how give interpretations of the sentential lan-guage S from Setion 2.3 (page 8). That is, we will explain the top of diagram1 (page (iv)) down to \Sentenes", \Truth Values" and some of the arrowsonneting them. We will all these truth funtional interpretations. Later,we will extend the truth funtional interpretations to interpretations of thefull �rst order language L we presented in Setion 2.4 (page 9).The sentenes of our languages are intended to represent statements ofnatural langages. Natural languages inlude Russian, Chinese, Hebrew, En-glish, and the symbolially augmented English with whih we normally ex-press mathematis. The de�ning property of statements is that they an beattributed truth or falsity (or some other mode of veraity). We will mimithis by mapping the formal sentenes into a set of truth values, usually in-luding True, False and perhaps some other values. The truth or falsity (orwhatever) of statements that ontain phrases suh as \: : : and : : : ", \: : : or: : : ", \if : : : then : : : " and \: : : if and only if : : : " depends only on the truthvalues of the statements that �ll the spaes indiated by \: : : ". That is, thesephrases are truth funtional. We aomplish this in our interpretation of theformal language by mapping logial onnetives to truth funtions. Thesefuntions an then be applied to the truth values of the onstituents, givinga truth value for the ompound sentene.De�nition 3.2.1. A truth funtional interpretation M of the language S (orL) is a triple M = hTV;D; `i, where ` is a funtion whose domain is the setof sentential onnetives of S and whose range is the funtions TV n ! TVfor n = 0; 1; 2; : : : . The arity of `() is the same as that of  for eah logialonnetive . 15



Terminology 3.2.2. Truth funtional interpretations are also alled matries(hene the M).A truth funtional interpretation of S will also be alled a logial inter-pretation of S, an interpretation of S, or a propositional logi.They are luky strutures indeed to have so many names. As we shallsee in Setion 3.5, a logial interpretation of L involves more than a truthfuntional interpretation, and (Setion 3.7.5) an interpretation of L involvesmore than a logial interpretation of L.Notation 3.2.3. We will write :M for the truth funtion `(:) orrespondingto the logial onnetive :, _M for the truth funtion `(_) orresponding tothe logial onnetive _, and so on.We all a funtion from the propositional variables to the truth values anatomi valuation. Intuitively, we an see this as a spei�ation of a world.Wittgenstein [Wit22℄ and Russell [Rus18, Rus24℄ developed a philosophialtheory alled Logial Atomism. In brief, this theory says that the world on-sists of a olletion of logially independent fats: \The world is everythingthat is the ase" [Wit22, x1℄. An atomi truth assignment then, tells youwhat is the ase. The truth values of the ompound sentenes depend on thetruth values of the atomi sentenes.Given a truth funtional interpretation, we an uniquely1 extend an atomivaluation to all the ompound sentenes of the language formed from propo-sitional variables and logial onnetives. We will all suh an extention avaluation of S.De�nition 3.2.4. LetM be a truth funtional interpretation of S, and v bea funtion v : fP1; P2; : : : g ! TV . We all v an atomi valuation. Let v begiven by: v(Pi) = v(Pi)v(:') = :Mv(')v(' _  ) = v(') _M v( )... ... ...for eah sentene ';  2 S. We all v an M-valuation of S.1see [B&S00℄ lemma 10.6 16



Terminology 3.2.5. A valuation of S will also be alled a truth assignment ofS, as it gives a truth value to every sentene of S. It will also be alled anadmissible valuation, sine they are all admissible for our purposes, in a senseto be de�ned later (3.5.1). However a valuation of L is a more ompliatedbeast, that we will get to in the next setion.Notie that this makes the set of truth assignments exatly the set ofhomomorphisms from the language, viewed as a term algebra, to the matrix.We are now ready to introdue the entral onept of logi: onsequene.This de�nition is of a speial kind of onsequene, semanti onsequene, andonly applies to the propositional language S. For semanti onsequene overL we have more work to do, but we will get there in de�nition 3.7.6. Foran exploration of onsequene in its full generality, you have to wait untilChapter 5.De�nition 3.2.6. Let L be a propositional logi, v an L-valuation of S. Wesay that a sentene ' 2 S is satis�ed by v i� v(') 2 D. The sentene ' is asemanti onsequene under the logi L of a set of sentenes � � S i� everyL-valuation that satis�es eah member of � also satis�es '. If a sentene 'is a semanti onsequene of the empty set, we say that ' is valid under thepropositional logi L.Notation 3.2.7. We will use the notation � j=L ' to say that ' 2 S is asemanti onsequene of � � S, under the propositional logi L. To saythat ' is valid under this logi, we write j=L '. We will omit the subsriptwhenever we an get away with it.Terminology 3.2.8. If a sentene is valid under a logi, we will sometimes saythat it holds under that logi. Otherwise, we may say that it fails under thatlogi.We now have a set of valuations for eah propositional logi. We wouldlike a de�nition of semanti onsequene for the full �rst order language L,so we need a de�nition of logial interpretation for that language, and foreah logial interpretation, a set of valuations.Notie how the reursive de�nition of the language parallels the reursivede�nition of the interpretation. Consider a sentene :'. The \outermost"prodution in its derivation is � ! :�. Its interpretation is de�ned byv(:') = :Mv('). The terminal symbol introdued on the right hand sideof the prodution (:) is mapped to a funtion (:M), whih is applied to theinterpretation of the reursively de�ned omponent ('). This orresponds to17



the non-terminal (�) on the right hand side of the prodution2. This patternwill ontinue as we extend the interpretations to L.3.3 Terms and ObjetsConsider just the terms of the language L, depited in the bottom left of thediagram on page (iv). We an obtain this language by substituting � for �as the initial symbol of the grammar. This language is very similar to thesentential language S we onsidered in the previous setion. Where the truthfuntional interpretation assigns truth funtions to logial onnetives, thisinterpretation will assign funtions to funtion-symbols.De�nition 3.3.1. A funtional interpretation F of the language L is a pairhU; �i, where U is a universe, and � is a funtion. The domain of � is the set offuntion-symbols of L, its range is the funtions Un ! U for n = 0; 1; 2; : : : .The arity of �(f) is the same as that of f for eah funtion symbol f .Notation 3.3.2. We will write fF for the funtion �(f) denoted by f underthe funtional interpretation F.When we were interpreting S we had valuations taking sentenes to truthvalues. Here we need to take terms to objets. The approah will be veryslightly di�erent though, in order to improve our aount of quanti�ation(Setion 3.6).De�nition 3.3.3. Let F be a funtional interpretation of L, and a be a =ha1; a2; : : : i, with eah ai 2 U . That is a 2 UN . We all a a sequene ofobjets. Let the funtion a from the terms into the universe, be given by:a(xi) = aia(ni) = nFia(fm;n(�1; : : : ; �m)) = fFm;n(a(�1); : : : ; a(�m))for eah i;m; n 2 N . We all a an objet assignment of L.Terminology 3.3.4. Sometimes we will think of a as a funtion a : X ! Ugiven, as above, by a(xi) = ai. In these ases we will all a an atomi objetassignment.2I'd very muh like to be able to provide an animation of this. It is a simple idea, butdiÆult to express. 18



Why am I making this rather �ne distintion? The usual aount of quan-ti�ation makes it quite lear how sentenes ontaining quanti�ers should beevaluated, but they do not give any objet or funtion to whih eah quan-ti�er orresponds. You ould do this with atomi objet assignments asfuntions. This does not seem aeptable to me. I want something outsidethe language, rather than a map from part of the language into the uni-verse. This is so that I an onstrut a denotation for eah quanti�er, thatis ompletely outside the language, as good dentotations should be.Notation 3.3.5. We will align our notation with the (weird) model-theoretinorm by writing '[a℄ for a(').Again, we have the set of homomorphisms from one algebra into another.The language is again a term algebra, and the universe with the funtionalinterpretation is an algebra of the same type.3.4 Prediates and RelationsRelations are usually thought of as subsets of Cartesian produts. So if R isan n�ary relation on a set S, then R � Sn. When n is 2, we say that a 2 Sis R-related to b 2 S i� ha; bi 2 R.This, we laim, is a kludge that hinders full generality in the study of logi.From the denotations of the name symbols b and m, and the denotation ofthe relation-symbol L, one ought to be able to determine the truth value ofthe sentene Lbm. The method just outlined will only work if the set of truthvalues has two or less members. Hene, the objets that will be denoted byour relation-symbols are de�ned as follows.De�nition 3.4.1. An n-ary relation R on the set U for the truth values TVis a funtion R : Un ! TV .We will oasionally use relations in the usual sense when working on theformal semantis, but the relations in our models are always of the kind justde�ned. We have no need for relations between distint sets, but it would bestraight-forward to de�ne them, should the need arise.The designated truth values an be seen as the ways in whih a relationan hold, the non-designated truth values, ways in whih a relation an failto hold. 19



De�nition 3.4.2. A relational interpretation R of the language L is a triplehU; TV; |i, where U is a universe, TV a set of truth values, and | is a funtion.The domain of | is the prediates of L, its range is the funtions Un ! TVfor n = 0; 1; 2; : : : . The arity of |(R) is the same as that of R for eah relationsymbol R.Notation 3.4.3. We will write RR for the relation |(R) denoted by R underthe relational interpretation R.Note that our language L has no relational variables. These ould easilybe added to the language, along with relational quanti�ers. Relational as-signments would be required to interpret this extended language. What wewould then have is \seond order logi".3.5 Logial Prediates and PossibilityThe interpretations that we are onstruting an plausibly be seen as possibleworlds. I will not try to make this idea exat, beause it is diÆult andontroversial. See, for example [Kri80℄.This leads us to a di�erent intuitive idea of onsequene: ' is a onse-quene of � if it is impossible for ' to fail in a world where all the sentenesin � hold.Now, is it possible for a 6= a? In most ontexts, no, its not possible,though in Setion 6.1 we will show this to be a valid formula of a non-trivialtheory. But if `=' an be mapped to any binary relation, we get (preemptingde�nition 3.7.1 of valuations of L) \impossible" valuations like the following.Let U = fag, TV = fTrue; Falseg, D = fTrueg, :M(True) = Falseand :M(False) = True and nF0 = a. Nothing shoking so far. But we anlet =R (a; a) = False, and hene we haveva(:(n0 = n0)) = :M(=R (nF0 ; nF0 ))= :M(=R (a; a))= :M(False)= TrueWhat an we do to make our semantis say that a 6= a is impossible? Wean't attah the = sign to a partiular relation, beause we have no �xeduniverse on whih to de�ne a relation.We will simply exlude these impossible valuations.20



De�nition 3.5.1. A �rst order logi is a truth funtional interpretationM,with a quantitative interpretation Q (defn. 3.6.2) and an informally spei�edlist of possibility onstraints that de�ne a subset of the valuations of L intoTV . This subset is alled the admissible valuations.This general approah to semantis for logial prediates is due to Varzi[Var01℄, who also uses it to solve the problem of the following notoriousargument:This apple is red, therefore this apple is oloured.If we translate this into a formal language in the usual way, we get apremise Ra (this apple is red) and a onlusion Ca (this apple is oloured).There are interpretations where R denotes a funtion that takes the deno-tation of a to a designated truth value, yet C's denotation takes a's to anon-designated value. For example (using the usual two valued logi, andusing the same name for the apple in both the objet language and themeta-language): va(Ra) = RR(a) = Truebut va(Ca) = CR(a) = FalseThe logi therefore ounts the argument invalid. But surely it's impossiblefor something red not to be oloured?We may retify this by making R and C logial prediates, and imposingthe onstraint that the relation denoted by C must take to designated truthvalues, all those objets taken to designated truth values by the relationdenoted by R. Varzi alls3 this a \olour logi".To put this symbolially, the relational interpretation R is admissible i�fx : RR(x) 2 Dg � fx : CR 2 DgRejeting inadmissible relational interpretations in turn exludes ertain(impossible) valuations.3Though not very seriously I think. 21



Although in this study we are ontent to give possiblility onstraintsinformally, it may be fruitful to explore ways, suh as equations in universalalgebra, of giving them more rigorously.The sentential onnetives ould also be treated this way. For example,we may just speify that P ^Q is designated whenever P and Q are, ratherthan giving a spei� funtion ^M.3.6 Quanti�ationThe following aount of quanti�ation is a bit novel. If there is somethingbadly wrong with it, the blame rests with the author, not his supervisor, northe publiations ited at the beginning of this hapter.Reall that in Setion 3.3.4 we deided that an atomi objet assignment,and a sequenes of objets are pretty muh the same thing. Consider aformula Rxkxm where R is a binary prediate symbol. We will obtain atruth value for the formula by(i) applying a sequene of objets a to xk and xm to get a pair of objets,ak and am,(ii) applying a relational interpretation to R to get a relation, RR,(iii) then applying RR to ak and am to yield a truth value.More ompatly, we haveRRxkxm[a℄ = T1 2 TVGiven a truth funtional interpretation, we ould also obtain a truth valuefor a ompound formula suh as Rxkxm _Sxm, where S is a unary prediatesymbol. Similarly, formulae involving funtion symbols an be evaluated ifwe have a funtional interpretation.Holding the relational, funtional and truth funtional interpretations�xed, we ould take another sequene of objets and obtain another truthvaluation for the formula RRxkxm[b℄ = T2 2 TVperhaps with T2 6= T1. 22



In other words, we an see an open4 formula as denoting a funtion thattakes a sequene of objets to a truth value. SymboliallyRRxkxm[a℄ = f(a)where f is a funtion f : UN ! TV . This makes the model-theorists' notation(see 3.6.4) look better motivated. Maybe it is not a good idea to think aboutthe denotations of partially interpreted formulae. If it doesn't disturb youunduly, we an express the idea that the formula denotes a funtion (f) bysaying that RRxkxm 2 TV UNClosed formulae need not be exluded from this treatment; they simplydenote onstant funtions of this type. No matter what sequene of objetsyou apply them to, you get the same truth value in return. We will speifythis in the possibility onstraints of most of our logis.How then are we to interpret the formula (8xk)Rxkxm? This is itselfan open formula, sine xm ours free. The quanti�er (8xk) ought to de-note a funtion that takes the denotation of Rxkxm to the denotation of(8xk)Rxkxm. (Reall our little rant about this at the end of Setion 3.2,page 17.) That is, (8xk) denotes something that takes one funtion fromsequenes of objets to truth values, to another funtion from sequenes ofobjets to truth values.Terminology 3.6.1. Wherever in this hapter we have talked about truth val-ues, now think of these as onstant funtions from sequenes of objets totruth values.De�nition 3.6.2. A quantitative interpretation Q of the language L is atriple hU; TV; ℄i, where U is the universe, TV the truth values, and ℄ is afuntion. The domain of ℄ is the set of quanti�ers of L, its range is thefuntions TV UN! TV UN.Notation 3.6.3. We will write (8x)Q for the funtion ℄((8x)) denoted by (8x)under the quantitative interpretation Q.But not every quantitative interpretation will do. We want the quanti�er(9xk) to mean \there is some objet, all it xk, suh that : : : " and similarly4I owe the reader several de�nitions here, but I hope these notes are enough. A formulais open if it ontains free variables. A variable in a formula is free if it is not bound by aquanti�er. For example x is bound in (8x)(Py ^ Px), but y is free.23



for the universal quanti�ers. We need some possibility onstraints to exludeinapropriate interpretations of the quanti�ers.The following de�nition will help us to formulate these onstraints, but�rst, a bit more notation.Notation 3.6.4. We will write akb for ha1; : : : ; ak�1; b; ak+1; : : : i, the sequenethat is the same as a, exept with b in position k.Again, this is fairly lose to what model-theorists usually do.De�nition 3.6.5. Let f : UN ! TV be a funtion. If for eah a 2 UN , andeah b 2 U f(a) = f(akb )then we say that f is �xed in the k-th plae.If f is �xed in the k-th plae for eah k 2 K � N we say f is �xed in theplaes K, and �xed everywhere but N nK.Here then is a proposed list of possibility onstraints that should give afairly sensible interpretation of the quanti�ers in a �rst order logi.Requirements 3.6.6. The truth values TV with ^M and _M should form alattie, with partial order �, and for eah formula ' 2 L the funtion f :UN ! TV denoted by ' should satisfy the following(i) f is �xed in the k-th plae unless the variable xk is in ',(ii) (8xk)Q(f) and (9xk)Q(f) are �xed in the k-th plae(iii) if g = (9xk)Q(f) then there is some representative e 2 U suh that forall  2 UN , g() = f(ke)where e is maximal, in a sense that I shall disuss presently,(iv) and similarly for the universal quanti�ers, with a minimal representa-tive a.Intuitively, we want e to be the element that makes the unquanti�edformula ' \as true as possible", and a the one that makes it \as false aspossible". 24



This is not diÆult if ' has one or less free variables, and the quanti�edformula has none. In that ase, ' e�etively denotes a unary relation (pred-iate) P : U ! TV . Sine the truth values form a lattie, we an de�ne anordering of U by b �P  i� P (b) � P ()and require that the representative by minimal/maximal under this order.What happens when (say) (9xk)' has free variables? Its probably bestto try to order the sequenes of objets, then hoose the representative froma maximal sequene. Eah sequene takes the denotation of any formula toa truth value (onstant truth funtion). So the sequenes an be ordered inmuh the same way.Finding an exat sense in whih the k-th element of a maximal sequene,is itself maximal is left as an exerise for the reader (hint : Are projetionsorder homomorphisms?).Your seond exerise is the following:Wish 3.6.7. We would like a proof that the logi with the lassial truthfuntional interpretation and the possibility onstraints 3.6.6, or somethinglike them, is lassial �rst order logi.3.7 Truth and ConsequeneWe are now ready to de�ne truth assignment (valuation) for the full �rstorder language L. This will give us notions of truth and onsequene forthat language.De�nition 3.7.1. Let� L be our �rst order language,� M a truth funtional interpretation of L into TV� v an atomi truth assignment of L(in the same sense as those for S, see 3.2.4, 3.2.5)� F a funtional interpretation of L� a a sequene of objets 2 UN� R a relational interpretation of L25



� Q a quantitative interpretation of Lwhere the universes U and sets of truth values TV for all these things arethe same.Let va be given by: va(Pj) = v(Pj)va(>j) = >Mjva(?j) = ?Mjva(:') = :Mva(')va(' _  ) = va(') _M va( )... ... ...va(xi) = aiva(ni) = nFiva(fi;j�1; : : : ; �i) = fFi;j(va(�1); : : : ; va(�i))va(Ri;j�1; : : : ; �i) = RRi;j(va(�1); : : : ; va(�i))va(�1 = �2) = va(�1) =R va(�2)va((8�)') = (8�)Q(va('))for eah i; j 2 N , ';  2 L, eah variable �, and all terms �1; : : : ; �i. We allva a valuation of L.The notation va is intended to onvey the idea that we are ombiningthe truth valuation v and the sequene of objets a, and extending thisombiniation using all the interpretation funtions. Happily, it also remindsus that it is a valuation.Worry 3.7.2. I am equivoating about whether the atomi objet assignmenta is applied to the variables before or after all the interpretations are appliedto their respetive omponents. If a is applied last, that implies that thetruth funtions are de�ned not over truth values, but over funtions into thetruth values. I don't think we an get into trouble beause of this, but aproof, or even a lear formulation of the problem would be reassuring.De�nition 3.7.3. A valuation that meets the possibility onstraints of itslogial interpretation is alled an admissible valuation of that logi.26



De�nition 3.7.4. We say that a valuation va satis�es a sentene ' 2 L i�va(') 2 D.De�nition 3.7.5. A �rst order logi L with a non-logial interpretation overthe truth values of L will be alled an interpretation or a model. If everyadmissible valuation of a model M satis�es a set of sentenes � � L we saythat M is a model of �, And we write M j= �.Note that in the notation M j= �, we are not omitting any subsript.Everything that matters is paked intoM. In more \onventional" aountsof models in non-lassial logis, M would stand only for the non-logialinterpretation, and the logi L would be indiated by a subsript M j=L �.This doesn't make any di�erene most of the time, but Chapter 7 is anextended example of a struture that is a model in our sense, but not in themore usual sense.At last we reah the goal of this hapter, to de�ne semanti onsequenefor our �rst order language L.De�nition 3.7.6. The sentene ' is a semanti onsequene (under the �rstorder logi L) of a set of sentenes � � L i� every admissible valuation of Lthat satis�es eah member of �, also satis�es '. If a sentene ' is a semantionsequene of the empty set, we say that ' is valid (under the logi L).Notation 3.7.7. We will use the notation � j=L ' to say that ' 2 L isa semanti onsequene of � � L, under the �rst order logi L. If � =fP1; P2; P3g we sometimes write P1; P2; P3 j= ' for � j= '. To say that ' isvalid under this logi, we write j=L '. As usual, when no larity is lost thesubsript goes.
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Chapter 4DedutionThis hapter very briey introdues dedution.Many people would de�ne Logi as the study of dedution. But dedu-tion in our opinion, is only part of what Logi is about. Here, we take amuh broader view of Logi that also inludes the theory of language, formalsemantis, the theory of omputation and parts of Philosophy. Indeed we seededution as seondary to formal semantis.Semantis tells us what really follows from what. One we have a semantionsequene relation, we then set out to �nd a formal dedutive apparatusthat yields the same onsequene relation.Another way of expressing this view is to say that dedutive systems areproposed solutions to the following deision probleminstane: A subset � and a member C of L, and a �rst order logi1 Lquestion: Is C a semanti onsequene of �?The problem is undeidable for L and the usual onsequene relation[Jef91, Chapter 8℄, so we have to make do with partial solutions.The answer (yes or no) is not all that matters though. We also want theworkings of this mahine to be onvining. Ideally, given an instane of theproblem, the mahine will return a onstrution that we an plausibly thinkof as a proof 2.1This really prevents the problem from being a \problem" in the tehnial sense, be-ause the logi inludes informally spei�ed possibility onstraints. It is not lear thatthese an aptured by an enoding sheme.2This requirement an equally be extended to other \problems" in automata theory. A28



To give a system of dedution then, is to de�ne proof. This is the �nal stepin formalising a mathematial subjet. It enables us to \step bak" from thatsubjet, and treat it as a mathematial objet. Hene, if everyone agrees onthe formalisation, no dispute is possible about the theorems of that subjet.Nothing depends on intuition. Abstrat, in�nite and disputable ideas are\redued" to onrete, �nite and undisputable formal derivations.4.1 Kinds of Dedutive SystemThere are four widely used types of dedutive system: Hilbert Systems; Nat-ural Dedution; Sequent Caluli; and Semanti Tableaux.The most famous example of a Hilbert style dedutive system is that ofRussell and Whitehead's Prinipia Mathematia [W&R10℄.The following de�nition is from [End72, x2.4, p. 103℄ (� � L is the setof axioms)De�nition 4.1.1. A dedution of ' from � is a sequene h�0; : : : �ni of for-mulae suh that �n = ' and for eah i � n either(i) �i is in � [ �, or(ii) for some j and k less than i, �i is obtained by modus ponens from �jand �k (ie, �k = �j � �i)A distintive feature of these systems is that there is only one rule ofinferene, modus ponens (from A and A � B dedue B). This is helpfulwhen proving properties suh as soundness and ompleteness, beause youonly need to prove that the property is preserved by that one rule.Natural dedution proofs have some resemblane to the informal proofsyou �nd on blakboards and in maths texts. A proof is a sequene of formulae,as for Hilbert systems, but there are many more rules of inferene.For eah of the logial symbols, there is an introdution and an eliminationrule. For example, an introdution rule for ^ might (ought to) say, that if aproof ontains A and also ontains B, then A^B may be added to the proof.mahine that returns a Hamiltonian iruit on a graph you have given it is a more usefulmahine than one that simply tells you that suh a iruit exists. Generally, the algorithmfor solving a problem ought to help to explain the problem. Unfortunately \explanation"is even more diÆult to de�ne than \problem".29



The elimination rule allows you to add A or B if you already have A ^ B.An exellent introdutory Logi text that uses sequent aluli is [Lem65℄.Both Natural Dedution and Sequent Caluli were introdued by GerhardGentzen in the 1930's. I am unable to say muh about sequent aluli, beauseI don't understand them. This will hange when I have time to read moreof Curry's Foundations of Mathematial Logi [Cur63℄. This is, aording toRobert K. Meyer, the best Logi book ever written. Curry is very diÆultthough. Perhaps [Res00, Chapt. 6℄ would be a better plae to start. Sequentaluli are the hot topi in researh and are important in omputer siene,and automated dedution.Semanti Tableaux systems are a systemati searh for a ounter-model.That is, a valuation that satis�es the premises and the negated onlusion3.This is aheived by breaking down formulae into their omponent parts.For example, let the initial set I = � [ f:Cg of formulae ontain A^B.A valuation will satisfy A^B i� it satis�es A and B (assuming a reasonablysensible logi). We an therefore replae A ^ B by A and B. If I ontainsC _D, then there are two lasses (not neessarily disjoint) of valuation thatould satisfy the initial set: those that satisfy C; and those that satisfy D.We therefore reate two sets of formulae, neither with C _ D, one with C,the other with D. If a valuation satis�es either of these sets, it will satisfy I.The proedure ontinues in this way until no more rules an be applied,beause (in the the propositional ase) eah set of formulae ontains onlynegated and unnegated propositional variables.For example, we might be left with fA;:Bg. Clearly the (lassial) valu-ations that satisfy this set are those v where v(A) = True and v(B) = False.The rules by whih this set is obtained ensure that suh a v will also satisfythe initial set. This valuation is a ounter-model to the argument.The sets of formulae might end up ontaining a propositional variable andits negation, eg fA;:A; : : : g. This set is learly (lassially) unsatis�able.If all the resulting sets of formulae are unsatis�able, then the initial setwas too. This means that no ountermodel exists for the argument, so itis valid. That is, its onlusion is a onsequene of its premises. Smullyan[Smu68℄ introdued semanti tableaux. The tree proof method is an exampleof semati tableaux; they are used in the introdutory text [Jef91℄.Given the huge range of dedutive systems, our notion of dedutive on-3Sine this is not always equivalent to satisfying the premises yet failing to satisfy theonlusion, there are logis for whih semanti tableaux systems are not possible.30



sequene will have to rest on the following:Not a De�nition 4.1.2. Let D be a system of dedution. A sentene C 2L is a dedutive onsequene under D of a set of sentenes � � L i� D saysit is.Those interested in paraonsistent dedutive systems are refered to [Won98℄.Wong's approah there is quite ompatible with ours: he studies the dedu-tive systems in terms of onsequene relations and losure operators.
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Chapter 5ConsequeneIn 3.7.6 we de�ned semanti onsequene (over L) and in 4.1.2 we almostde�ned dedutive onsequene. Here we will de�ne the more general notionof a onsequene relation. We will see that onsequene relations give riseto losure operators, and that topologial losure operators are examples ofthem.5.1 Consequene RelationsDe�nition 5.1.1. A onsequene relation ` on a set X is a relation (inthe usual sense, not that of 3.4.1) from subsets of X to members of X. ie` � P(X)�X.Notation 5.1.2. We write � ` C i� h�; Ci 2 `. We will write A ` C forfAg ` C.Example 5.1.3. In a topologial spae hX;Ti, the relation \� has C as alimit-point", for � � X, C 2 X, is a onsequene relation. Reall that Cis a limit-point of � i� every open set ontaining C ontains points from �other than C.Both semanti and dedutive onsequene relations are onsequene re-lations in the sense just given.
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5.2 Closure OperatorsDe�nitions equivalent to this one appear in [B&S00, p. 21, defn. 5.1℄ and[Van71, p. 75℄. It is interesting to note that although these operators arebetter known from topology and algebra, they originated with Tarski's workon logial onsequene. See [B&S00, x5℄, [Tar30℄ and [Tar36℄.De�nition 5.2.1. If we are given a set X, a mapping Cl : P(X)! P(X) isalled a losure operator on X if, for �;� � X, it satis�es:CO1: � � Cl(�) (extensive)CO2: Cl(Cl(�)) = Cl(�) (idempotent)CO3: � � �) Cl(�) � Cl(�) (isotone or monotone)De�nition 5.2.2. The onsequene operator Cn indued by the onsequenerelation ` over X is the funtion Cn : P(X)! P(X) given byCn(�) = fC : � ` Cgfor all � � X.Example 5.2.3. Given a topologial spae hX;Ti the losure of a set � � Xis the union of � and its limit points. That is, the topologial losure is theonsequene operator indued by the limit point relation.In this example, the onsequene operator is a losure operator. Theobvious question to ask at this stage is, whih onsequene relations give riseto onsequene operators that are also losure operators?Proposition 5.2.4. The onsequene operator Cn indued by the onse-quene relation ` over X is a losure operator i� ` satis�es the following:CR1: A ` A 8A 2 XCR2: for any �;� � X; if � ` S 8S 2 � and � ` A then � ` ACR3: if � � � � X and � ` A then � ` AThe orrespondene between the CO's of de�nition 5.2.1 and the CR's ofproposition 5.2.4 are lear enough that no proof is needed.De�nition 5.2.5. If a onsequene relation satis�es CR1, CR2 and CR3from proposition 5.2.4, we will all it a losure relation.33



Now, these are properties that most sensible onsequene relations willhave. Firstly, if A is true, then A is true, so we are more interested inonsequene relations where A ` A holds for all A.Seondly, if C is a onsequene of sentenes � that are in turn all onse-quenes of �, then C is a onsequene of �. For example, if � ` S and S ` Cthen any sensible onsequene relation would also have � ` C.Lastly you would hope that adding a sentene to a set would not makeany sentene ease to be a onsequene of the enlarged set. We shouldnote however that nonmonotoni logis are studied, espeially in arti�ialintelligene (see [Bre91℄, and further referenes in [Won98℄). They are usedto represent the reasoning of an agent who holds defeasable assumptions.Consider the following standard example.Example 5.2.6. Tweety is a bird. ` Tweety an y.Tweety is an emu. ` Tweety an not y.This seems a fair enough way of thinking, but it violates CR3 from propo-sition 5.2.4. It's fair enough, though not infallible, beause most birds any, espeially birds alled Tweety. But we ought to haveTweety is an emu. ` Tweety is a bird.sine emus are birds. In this ontext, we don't onsider it possible for \Tweetyan y." and \Tweety an not y." to both be true1, yet emus exist, so weshould haveTweety is an emu. 6` Tweety an y.So not all sensible logis are monotoni, however we will have no more tosay about nonmonotoni logis here. The semanti onsequene relations wehave de�ned in 3.7.6 do satisfy these onditions.Theorem 5.2.7. Semanti onsequene relations are losure relations.Proof. Let A 2 L, �;� � L, and L be a logi over L. Let j= denote theonsequene relation of L.1Although, a glane at [Won98℄ suggests to me that nonmonotoni paraonsistent logisdo exist. 34



The sentene A is learly satis�ed by every admissible valuation thatsatis�es A, so we have A j= A.Assume that for eah S 2 � we have � j= S, and also that � j= A.Assume that va is an admissible valuation satisfying � (if none exists then� j= A follows immediately). For eah S 2 � we have that va satis�es S,beause � j= S. Therefore va satis�es �. But � j= A, so va satis�es A aswell. Hene we have � j= A.Now assume that � � � and that � j= A. Assume that va is an admissiblevaluation satisfying � (if none exists then � j= A follows immediately). Nowva satis�es everything in � sine everything in � is in �, and beause � j= A,we have that va also satis�es A. So � j= A.In most dedutive systems, a proof of C from � is automatially a proof ofC from � [�, so the onsequene relations that they indue are monotoni.Our non-de�nition 4.1.2 does not permit us to establish anything usefulabout dedutive onsequene relations in general. However, given a spei�dedutive system, proving whether or it gives us a losure ought to be straightforward.Terminology 5.2.8. If a dedutive onsequene relation is a losure relation,we will all the losure operator obtained from it a dedutive losure. Clo-sure operators obtained from semanti onsequene relations will be alledsemanti losures.Sets of sentenes that inlude all of their onsequenes are are importantenough to get a speial name.De�nition 5.2.9. Let Th � L and Cn be a dedutive or semanti losureoperator over L, then Th is a theory under Cn i� Th = Cn(Th).Another way of putting this is to say that theories are losed under theironsequene operators. This tehnial de�nition, we assert, is an ideal towardwhih anything seriously alling itself a \theory" ought to strive. For exampleit seems unlikely that literary \theorists" ould present their work in this way.Even physiists would have trouble I suspet (Hilbert attempted to formulatean axiomati physis, but was not suessful).Next we'll look at a property that ought to be enjoyed by all dedutivelosures, but not all semanti losures. Again, see [B&S00, defn. 5.4℄De�nition 5.2.10. A losure operator Cl on the set X is an algebrai lo-sure operator, if for every � � XCO4: Cl(�) = SfCl(�0) : �0 � �, and �0 is �niteg35



This is related to the notion of ompatness. Some notes on this an befound on page 68. The equivalent ondition on onsequene relations isCR4: if � ` C then �0 ` C for some �nite �0 � �Requirements 5.2.11. Dedutive losures must be algebrai losure opera-tions.If � `A C then the dedutive apparatus A owes us a proof of it. Proofsare �nite, so the set �0 � � of sentenes used in the proof is �nite. This sameproof then shows that �0 `A C.The following example shows that there are semanti losures that arenot algebrai losure operators.Example 5.2.12. Let the truth funtional interpretation of L be that of Clas-sial Propositional logi, and let the admissible valuations be those whoseuniverse is denumerable (ountably in�nite), and whose funtional interpre-tation is surjetive when restrited to the nullary funtions symbols. (Thatis, everything has a name)Let � denote the set of sentenes fR1;1n1; R1;1n2; R1;1n3; : : : g. Then� j= (8x1)R1;1x1so (8x1)R1;1x1 2 Cl(�)but for any �nite subset �0 � ��0 6j= (8x1)R1;1x1therefore (8x1)R1;1x1 62[fCl(�0) : �0 � � and �0 is �nite gIf a semanti onsequene relation has property CR4, then its logi is saidto have �nitary semanti entailment (see [Van71, p. 36℄). Sine one of themain goals of logi is to �nd dedutive systems with the same onsequenerelation as a given logial interpretation, we are very interested in whihlogial interpretations have it. However, this is not a question we will explorefurther here. 36



Chapter 6Simple Examples
6.1 An Inonsistent Theory of Equalityin Modulo 2 ArithmetiIn this setion, we will exhibit a very simple inonsistent, nontrivial theory.It is based on the theory RM32 of Meyer and Mortensen in [M&M84℄.Before getting into the details, let's onsider a senario where a theorylike this might make some sense. Imagine that you are required to determinewhether or not two numbers m and n are equal, but all that you know iswhether they are odd or even. That is, you have [m℄2 and [n℄2: their residuelasses modulo 2.If you are given [0℄2 and [1℄2, you may on�dently assert that m 6= n, anddeny that m = n. If you are given [0℄2 and [0℄2 though, you would answer\maybe" to both of the questions: \m = n?" and \m 6= n?"Now for the details. Let L be a logial interpretation of L where(i) the truth values TV are the set fTrue; truish; Falseg with True andtruish designated(ii) negation :M : TV ! TV is given by table 6.1(iii) the universe is Z2.(iv) zero has a name: nF1 = [0℄2 2 Z2(v) the suessor funtion is represented by f1;1, that is fF1;1 : Z2 ! Z2, isthe funtion where fF1;1([i℄2) = [i+ 1℄237



(vi) equality =R: Z2 � Z2 ! TV is de�ned as follows: =R ([m℄2; [n℄2) =truish i� [m℄2 = [n℄2, False otherwisev :M(v)True Falsetruish truishFalse TrueTable 6.1: The Negation Funtion of the Relevant Logi RReall that while there are many1 interpretations and hene valuations ofour language L, we are delineating a lass of admissible valuations, and fromthis we obtain a semanti onsequene relation. In this ase, we are beingvery restritive, even speifying the universe of the interpretation.Note that the funtion symbols n1 and f1;1 have been elevated in sta-tus from non-logial to logial symbols, as our spei�ation of admissiblevaluations onstrains their denotation.We will onsider the set of valid sentenes under this onsequene relation.This is the smallest theory under this onsequene relation, the bottom ofthe lattie of losed sets. LetTh = fC 2 L : j= CgProposition 6.1.1. The theory Th is inonsistent.Proof. Consider the sentene n1 = n1. Nowva(n1 = n1) = =R (nF1 ; nF1 )= truishso n1 = n1 2 Th. Butva(:(n1 = n1)) = :M(va(n1 = n1))= :M(truish)= truishso :n1 = n1 2 Th as well. Sine Th ontains a sentene and the negation ofthat sentene, it is inonsistent.1Are they a proper lass? 38



Proposition 6.1.2. The theory Th is non-trivial.Proof. Consider the sentene f1;1(n1) = n1. Nowva(f1;1(n1) = n1) = =R (fF1;1(nF1 ); nF1 )= =R ([1℄2; [0℄2)= Falsesine 1 6= 0 (mod 2). Therefore f1;1(n1) = n1 62 Th, hene Th is non-trivial.6.2 Fuzzy LogisFuzzy logi is taken more seriously by engineers and marketing people thanit is by logiians. However, it an be presented in our semanti framework.It is interesting in that it is a very many-valued logi: there are unount-ably many truth values. We will also see that this is not the only odd thingabout fuzzy logi, as Dr Mark Colyvan has pointed out. This material isdrawn mainly from [Pri01, Chapt. 11℄.Let TV = [0; 1℄, :Mx = 1� x, x ^M y = min(x; y), x _M y = max(x; y)and x �M y = (1 if x � y1� (x� y) otherwiseThis onditional demands an explanation. Put simply, it makes the on-ditional represent truth preservation. We think of a sentene B being truerthan a sentene A, under a given valuation va when va(A) � va(B). Con-sider the onditional A � B. If B is truer than A then reasoning from A toB preserves truth. If on the other hand, the B is less true than the A, weare losing truth. The formula1� (va(A)� va(B))represents the amount of truth we are losing2.We have not spei�ed a set of designated truth values. For reasons ex-plained in Setion 7.4, we will want the set to be losed upwards. Intuitively,if b is truer than a, and a is (in some sense) true, then b ought to be true as2I am resisting the urge to put quotes around everthing here.39



well. So we need a lower bound d on D, and we must speify whether or notd 2 D.Proposition 6.2.1. For any fuzzy logi (as desribed), either j= A ^ :A or6j= A _ :A.Proof. Let a =df va(A). Then va(A ^ :A) = min(a; 1 � a). Therefore if6j= A ^ :A then 12 62 D. But then va(A _ :A) = max(a; 1 � a) = 12 whena = 12 . Hene 6j= A _ :A.
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Chapter 7Non-standard AnalysisNon-standard Analyisis (Robinson [Rob61℄, [Rob74℄) is a onsistent theory, soalthough it has aroused some ontroversy, it is pretty tame by our standards.Our model however is di�erent to the \standard" non-standard model1The work usually done by a ongruene relation is here done by our inter-pretation of the equality symbol. This is a tehnique made possible by ourextention of the notion of a model. We will ompare our model with theusual one, and also with the internalised equalities of Fearnley-Sander andStokes [FS&S97℄ at the end of the hapter.Muh of the hapter is devoted to free ultra�lters. In partiular, we workthrough the requirements for the relations =;� and the logial onnetives:;_;^ and �, eventually deiding that what we need is a set of designatedtruth values that form a free ultra�lter on the truth values. This materialmight sit better in a hapter on ultraprodut models in general, but thathapter did not materialise.First, we'll outline the basi idea of non-standard analysis: in�nitesimals.7.1 Di�erentiation Done Di�erentlyReall that in standard analysis, we �nd the derivative dydx of a di�erentiablefuntion, say y = f(x) = x2 as follows1Perhaps I ought to all it Non-standard Non-standard Analysis.
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dydx = limh!0 f(x + h)� f(x)h= limh!0 (x + h)2 � x2h= limh!0 x2 + 2xh + h2 � x2h= limh!0 2xh + h2h= limh!0 2x + h= 2xwhere the limit is de�ned by limx!a f(x) = L i� for every " > 0 there existsa Æ > 0 suh that jf(a) � Lj < " whenever jx � aj < Æ. Intuitively, this isseen as the ability to make f(x) as lose as you like to L by making x loseenough to a.Non-standard analysis allows us to put x in�nitely lose to a, yet still notequal to it. We �nd the derivative by letting h be not a real number but anin�nitesimal. That is, h is suh that 0 < h < r; 8r 2 R+ . We then �nd thederivative this way dydx = st f(x+ h)� f(x)h= st (x+ h)2 � x2h= st x2 + 2xh+ h2 � x2h= st 2xh+ h2h= st 2x+ h= 2xWhere st z denotes the standard part of z, that is the one and only2 realnumber in�nitely lose to z.2I owe the reader existene and uniqueness proofs. Our study does not get that farthough. 42



To express statements of real analysis in L, all we need to do is hoosefrom our alphabet, a symbol of the appropriate kind and arity for eah ofthe funtions and relations used in analysis. Rather than atually doing this,we will assume that it has already been done, and use the usual symbols tostand for the formal symbols.For example, we write st (x+ h)2 � x2hfor f1;1(f2;4(f2;2(f2;5(f2;1(x1; x2); n2); f2;5(x1; n2)); x2))by letting st stand for f1;1, x for x1, h for x2, 2 for n2 and +;�;�;� andexponentiation for f2;1; f2;2; f2;3; f2;4 and f2;5 respetively.What we aim to do in the remainder of this hapter is to reate a modelthat satis�es all the sentenes of analysis, and also the following statementasserting the existene of in�nitesimals(9x) (x 6= 0 ^ st(x) = 0)7.2 Mathematis Done Di�erentlyThe usual way of desribing the model that we need would be to say that itis a linearly ordered �eld that embeds hR;+;�;�i. The usual oneption ofa mathematial struture does not expliitly inlude the truth values, or thelogial operators. Rather, \lassial" logi is silently assumed. So when onespeaks of a �eld, one means a universe with a non-logial interpretation thatsatis�es the �eld axioms under the lassial two valued logial interpretation.We will all any model (see 3.7.5) that satis�es the �eld axioms, a �eld.And similarly for semigroups, rings and all the rest.This is a rather bold move, that probably has impliations that are eitherprofound or unaeptable. Ring theory for example is divided into ommu-tative and non-ommutative parts. Maybe in the future, some ring theoristswill fous on onsistent rings, and others on inonsistent rings.All that we an hope to aomplish here is to show that this move allowsan interesting new approah to a known mathematial struture.The model we will develop in the remainder of this hapter is a �eld inour sense, but not in the usual sense. We will see however that the usualnon-standard model an be reovered from it in a fairly obvious way.43



7.3 The Universe: Real SequenesLet RN denote the set of sequenes of real numbers hx1; x2; : : : i. We willsometimes write hxii for suh a sequene. The universe U of our model willbe RN .We de�ne funtions on RN pointwise in terms of their ounterparts onR. For example we de�ne addition and multipliation pointwise on RN bysetting hx1; x2; : : : i+F hy1; y2; : : : i =df hx1 + y1; x2 + y2; : : : ihx1; x2; : : : i �F hy1; y2; : : : i =df hx1 � y1; x2 � y2; : : : i7.4 Pointwise TruthWe have de�ned our operations on the real sequenes pointwise, in terms oftheir ounterparts on the real numbers. Relations (in the usual sense) donot lend themselves to this treatment, beause given a pair of sequenes, anda relation on the reals, you get not a True/False answer, but a sequene ofthem.Relations in our (3.4.1) sense however, are more adaptable. Let R : Un !fTrue; Falseg be an n-ary relation on some universe U for the truth valuesfTrue; Falseg. Then R0 : (UN)n ! fTrue; FalsegN de�ned byR0(hu11; u12; : : : i; : : : ; hun1 ; un2 ; : : : i) = hR(u11; : : : ; un1); R(u12; : : : ; un2); : : : iis an n-ary relation on UN for the truth values fTrue; FalsegN. Lukily, weare only interested in the binary operations = and �, so we an tidy up ournotation somewhat. The denotation of the equality symbol is given byva(a = b) = haii =R hbii=df ha1 = b1; a2 = b2; : : : i2 fTrue; FalsegNwhere a and b are terms and va(a) = haii, va(b) = hbii.The relation �R is de�ned similarly in terms of the usual � on the realnumbers. 44



The truth funtions over these truth values an also be de�ned pointwise,in terms of their lassial ounterparts. For example onjuntion is given byhs1; s2; : : : i ^M hu1; u2; : : : i =df hs1 ^ u1; s2 ^ u2; : : : iwhere si; ui 2 fTrue; Falseg for all i, and the unsupersripted ^ denoteslassial two valued onjuntion.Note that this logial interpretation M is a Boolean algebra, as it is apower of the two valued Boolean algebra. Its order relation � is given3 bys = hsii �df hwii = w i� sk = True) wk = TrueIt seems reasonable to think of w as \at least as true as" s when this holds,sine w is True in at least all the plaes where s is.Will these interpretations of the logial onnetives work anything likethe way we expet? That is, will the onsequene relation we obtain workthe way we expet with respet to the logial onnetives? Here are some4properties that we would like our onnetives to have.Requirements 7.4.1. ' ^  j= ' and ' ^  j=  (7.1)';  j= ' ^  (7.2)' j= ' _  and  j= ' _  (7.3)' _  j= ' or ' _  j=  (7.4)va(:') 2 D i� va(') 62 D (7.5)'; ' �  j=  (7.6)for all sentenes ';  2 L and all admissible valuations va.That is we want the valuations to \respet" onjuntion (7.1, 7.2) anddisjuntion (7.3, 7.4); to have \exlusion negation" (7.5, see [Van71, p. 37℄);and admit detathment (7.6) (ie Akerman's  rule, [F&M92℄).Note that logis whih fail one or more of these requirements have beenseriously proposed53Sine I've already de�ned the meet and join of the lattie, I ought to prove that thisis the order, not just assert it. Sorry.4This list is not meant to be omplete in any important sense. It turns out to be enoughto motivate ultra�lters. There probably is some important sense onerning our need tosatisfy the sentenes of real analysis, in whih it should be omplete though.5A atalogue of Logial priniples, philosophial arguments for and against them, andthe logis that satisfy and fail them would be very helpful in Logial work. Anyone withsome funding who agrees should feel free to ontat the author.45



7.5 What Shall We Designate?Our only means of ontrolling these things is by our hoie of designatedtruth values. Can we hoose D � fTrue; FalsegN suh that requirements7.1 - 7.6 are satis�ed?All the results that follow in this setion are spei� to logial interpreta-tions that are produts of the two valued Boolean algebra. It may be possibleto generalise some of them.De�nition 7.5.1. A one of a set S partially ordered by �, is a subsetC � S suh that if  2 C and  � d then d 2 C. A proper one is a oneC 6= S.One might say that ones are \losed upwards". The next propositionshows that this is what we need in order to have the requirement 7.1.Proposition 7.5.2. The sentenes ' and  are satis�ed whenever '^ is,i� D is a one.Proof. Assume that D is not a one. Then we have p; s 2 TV suh that p � sand p 2 D but s 62 D. Let va(') = p and va( ) = s. Then va(' ^  ) = p,so the onjuntion ' ^  is satis�ed by va but the onjunt  is not. Thatis ' ^  6j=  .If D is a one, and va satis�es '^ then beause TV is a lattie we haveD 3 va(' ^  ) = va(') ^M va( ) � va( )but as D is a one, va( ) is in D too. Hene '^ j=  . Similarly for '.Now let's see what we need for requirement 7.2. We de�ned ^M so thatva('^ ) = va(')^M va( ) and therefore we need D to be losed under ^Min order for ' ^  to be satis�ed whenever ' and  are.De�nition 7.5.3. A �lter on a lattie L is a one F suh that if f; g 2 Fthen f ^ g 2 F . A proper �lter is a �lter F 6= L.We'll gather our progress so far into the following proposition:Proposition 7.5.4. Requirements 7.1 and 7.2 are satis�ed i� D is a �lter.So long as D is a one, we an get some useful intuition by thinking ofthe lattie and reading j= as �. This makes it easier to sort out requirement7:3. 46



Proposition 7.5.5. A sentene '_  is satis�ed whenever ' or  is, i� Dis a one.Proof. We know that va(') � va( ) _M va( ), so wave your hands around,and we have ' j= ' _  . Similarly for  . It's dual to 7.5.2Notation 7.5.6. We will write b0 for the omplement of b in a Boolean algebra(omplemented distributive lattie).De�nition 7.5.7. An ultra�lter on a Boolean algebra B is a �lter U � Bwhere eah b 2 B is suh that b 62 U i� b0 2 U .Proposition 7.5.8. If TV is a Boolean algebra and D � TV is an ultra�l-ter, then eah va that satis�es ' _  also satis�es either ' or  .Proof. Let va(' _  ) 2 D. This is equal to va(') _M va( ) 2 D beause ofthe way we de�ned va. But as TV is a Boolean algebra, we haveva(') _M va( ) = (va(')0 ^M va( )0)0by DeMorgan's Laws. SineD is an ultra�lter, va(')0^Mva( )0 62 D. The setD is losed under ^M, therefore either va(')0 or va( )0 is not in D. Assume(without loss of generality) that va(')0 62 D. Then as D is an ultra�lter wehave va(') 2 D.None of the weaker properties we have de�ned will do. This seems a bitsurprising, so we will have a more areful look. Consider these two oun-terexamples. In eah ase a _ b 2 D but a; b 62 D. The designated valuesare indiated by the heavier dots. Firstly, in �gure 7.1, we have a properone that is not a �lter, whih shows that D must be a �lter for 7.4 to hold.Seondly, �gure 7.2 is a �lter on a Boolean algebra that is not an ultra�lter.Now as our TV is a Boolean algebra, and beause of the way we de�nedva, we have that va(')0 = va(:')This gives us requirement 7.5:Proposition 7.5.9. va(:') 2 D, va(') 62 D i� D is an ultra�lter.Now eah truth projetion hv1; v2; : : : i 7! vk is a �, : and _ homo-morphism. Therefore, beause ' �  is equivalent to :' _  in lassiallogi, this equivalene also holds in our logial interpretation M, regardlessof whih truth values we end up designating. This gives us what we need forrequirement 7.6. 47



a b
Figure 7.1: A proper one that is not a �lter, where a _ b is designated, butneither a nor b are.

a b
Figure 7.2: A �lter on a Boolean algebra, that is not an ultra�lter, wherea _ b is designated, but neither a nor b are. .Proposition 7.5.10. If TV is a Boolean algebra and D an ultra�lter, then'; ' �  j=  Proof. Let va satisfy ';:'_  . By 7.5.8 it satis�es :' or  . But it doesn'tsatisfy :', beause of 7.5.9. Therefore va satis�es  .Now we have worked out what we need to make our logial onnetiveswork properly6. Next we will investigate how to make our logial relationsbehave niely. We won't assume that D satis�es any of the properties we6In so far as \properly" is de�ned by the requirements 7.4.1.48



have disussed in this setion, rather we will invoke them only when they areneeded.7.6 Order and Equality: What We NeedWill our hoie of designated values be onstrained by our requirements forthe relations = and �?In the following, we employ an innoent extention of our interpretivesupersripts. We will write aF for the denotation of a term a, even if a is nota simple name, but a ompound term suh as f1;1(n1). It is innoent beausethe terms are literally a term algebra, and the interpretation funtion � (defn.3.3.1 page 18), that the supersript F is short for, is a homomorphism. Also,note that the \=" sign is used sometimes as a formal symbol of our languageL, and sometimes in the onventional way, to denote the relation \: : : isidential with : : : ". It's lear enough whih is whih if you take are.It might seem natural to ount equations as holding only when the termson either side of the \=" denote the same objet in the universe.j= a = b i� aF = bFwhih is equivalent to va(a = b) 2 D i� aF = bFbut as the admissible valuation funtions va are already determined, we anonly satisfy this by hoosing designated truth values. In this ase, the onlydesignated truth value would behTrue; T rue; T rue; : : : iWe will amuse ourselves by alling this logial interpretation the naiveinterpretation. Now, we must have j= a = b whenever aF = bF, otherwise6j= a = a whih is not aeptable as we wish to satisfy all the sentenes ofreal analysis. But, as we shall see, we also need j= a = b in some ases whereaF 6= bF.We need to take are though. If for example>M1 = hTrue; False; False; : : : i 2 D49



but >M2 = hTrue; T rue; False; False; : : : i 62 Dthen we would haveh1; 1; : : : i =R h1; 2; 3; : : : i = >M1 2 Dand h1; 1; : : : i =R h1; 0; 0; : : : i = >M1 2 Dbut h1; 1; : : : i+F h1; 1; : : : i =R h1; 2; 3; : : : i+F h1; 0; 0; : : : i = >M2 62 DGiven the obvious denotations for the formal names a; b;  and d then, wewould have j= a = b and j=  = dbut 6j= a+  = b + dThat is, =R is not ompatible with +R.Note that in this example, D is not a one (defn. 7.5.3).The naive interpetation gives us a ommutative ring with zero h0; 0; : : : i(for whih we will write h0i) and one h1; 1; : : : i = h1i.But under the naive interpretation we also have zero divisors, sine forexample h1; 0; 1; 0; : : : i 6= h0ih0; 1; 0; 1; : : : i 6= h0i, buth1; 0; 1; 0; : : : i � h0; 1; 0; 1; : : : i = h0iTo eliminate zero divisors from the theory, we require that one of eah pairof zero-divisors is equal to zero. That is, whenever j= ab = 0 we must havej= a = 0 or j= b = 0.That still would not give us a �eld, beause sequenes that ontain 0 laka multipliative inverse. If haii�hbii = h1i and ak = 0 then 0� bk = 1 whihan't happen with real numbers.Note that any sequene haii where ai 6= 0 8i 2 N , does have a multi-pliative inverse ha�1i i. Call these sequenes, nowhere-zero. If the equality50



relation =R relates eah 0-ontaining sequene to either h0i or a nowhere-zerosequene, then the struture will have7 multipliative inverses for all non-zeroelements.To see this, let haii ontain 0, hbii be nowhere-zero, and let the formalnames a and b denote haii and hbii respetively.We have j= b� b�1 = 1so if j= a = band the theory is losed under the substitution of equals8, thenj= a� b�1 = 1that is, we have our multipliative inverse for a.We need to hoose designated values suh that � is a linear order. Thenaive interpretation will not give us a linear order though. Let a denote thesequene h1; 0; 0; : : : i and b the sequene h0; 1; 0; 0; : : : i then beauseh1; 0; 0; : : : i �R h0; 1; 0; 0; : : : i = hFalse; T rue; T rue; : : : ih0; 1; 0; 0; : : : i �R h1; 0; 0; : : : i = hTrue; False; T rue; T rue; : : : iwe have 6j= a � b6j= b � aWe require at least one of these to be satis�ed. In other words, we needat least one of hFalse; T rue; T rue; : : : i and hTrue; False; T rue; T rue; : : : ito be designated. In fat, we shall see that they both are, and as a resultwe will also need j= a = b, that is hFalse; False; T rue; T rue; : : : i must bedesignated.To summarise then:7This is a ase where our way of doing maths is di�erent. Although j= a = b this doesnot mean that a and b denote the same objet in the universe. The relevant sentenesabout existene of inverses are satis�ed however.8I think this is equivalent to equality being a ongruene, whih we prove at 7.7.2.51



Requirements 7.6.1. We need to hoose a set of designated truth values D �TV , suh that the following are satis�ed:(i) equality is a ongruene(ii) at least one of eah pair of zero-divisors must equal zero (in order toeliminate zero divisors)(iii) eah zero-ontaining sequene must equal either a nowhere-zero se-quene or zero (in order to get �-inverses)(iv) � is a linear order(v) the theorems of real analysis take designated values (if this isn't aonsequene of the above)(vi) we have valid sentenes asserting the existene of in�nitesimals7.7 Filters and CongrueneWe have already determined that hTruei must be designated in order forj= a = a to hold for all names a, ie for equality to be reexive.Sine haii =R hbii = hai = bii= hbi = aii= hbii =R haiiwe don't have to do anything speial to make equality symmetri.We also require transitivity,if j= a = b and j= b =  then j= a = That isif haii =R hbii 2 D and hbii =R hii 2 D then haii =R hii 2 DNow if hai = bii 2 D and hbi = ii 2 D, we would likehai = bii ^M hbi = ii = hai = bi ^ bi = ii52



to be in D too. That is, we want requirement 7.2 from page 45 to hold. Butai = bi ^ bi = i ) ai = i and thereforehai = bi ^ bi = ii � hai = iiWe have therefore shown thatProposition 7.7.1. If D is a �lter, then = is an equivalene relation.Paul Hunter, my bright young lassmate from 2000, took an interest inthese matters, and wrote [Hun00℄, where he proved the onverse: if = is anequivalene then D is a �lter.Proposition 7.7.2. If D is a �lter, then = is a + and �-ongruene.Proof. Let j= a = b, ie hai = bii 2 D. Now haii �F hii = haiii andhbii �F hii = hbiii. But ai = bi ) aii = bii, soD 3 hai = bii � haii = biiiand sine D is losed upwards, we have this last truth value designated too,ie j= a = b. The argument for + is similar.It is possible to show that the equivalene indued by a �lter is a ongru-ene for every pointwise de�ned funtion (and hene our relations). Again,see [Hun00℄. This makes the presentation more ompliated however, and itis a onsequene of the transfer priniple whih, tragially, is not to be foundin this study. See [H&L85, I.5, I.15℄.7.8 Ultra�ltersIn this setion, we will see that a ongruene indued by an ultra�lter (defn7.5.7) will satisfy many of our requirements.Zero-DivisorsThe following proposition shows that if the designated values form an ultra-�lter, the theory will be free from zero-divisors.Proposition 7.8.1. Let D be an ultra�lter on TV . If j= ab = 0 for someterms a and b, then j= a = 0 or j= b = 0.53



Proof. Let j= ab = 0. Then haibi = 0i 2 D. Assume 6j= a = 0, ie hai = 0i 62D. Sine D is an ultra�lter, hai = 0i0 = hai 6= 0i 2 D. But if akbk = 0 andak 6= 0 then bk = 0, so we havehaibi = 0i ^M hai 6= 0i = haibi = 0 ^ ai 6= 0i � hbi = 0iThe left-hand-side of the � is in D beause it is the meet of two values in D.Hene the right-hand-side is also in D, beause D is losed upward. That iswe have j= b = 0 as required.Multipliative InversesAs we mentioned earlier, to ensure that everything has a multipliative in-verse, we must show that eah zero-ontaining sequene is equal to either anowhere-zero sequene or to the zero sequene9.Proposition 7.8.2. Let D be an ultra�lter. If haii is suh that ak = 0 forsome k, then either(i) j= a = 0, or(ii) there is a sequene hbii where bi 6= 0 for all i, and if bF = hbii then10j= a = bProof. Let the funtion u : N ! N be given byu(x) = (1 if x = 0x otherwisethen u(ai) = ai unless ai = 0. That ishai = u(ai)i = hai 6= 0i = hai = 0i0Now, if 6j= a = 0, ie hai = 0i 62 D, then, sine D is an ultra�lter,hai = u(ai)i 2 D, hene hu(ai)i is the nowhere-zero hbii that we require.9Not both, otherwise everthing equals zero.10We need to take are not to overstate our ase here. Most of the objets in theuniverse have no name. We also have j= (9y)a = y where y \represents" a sequene withthe properties we asribe to hbii. But this kind of handwaving an only go in a footnote.54



Linear OrderingProposition 7.8.3. If D is an ultra�lter then � is a linear ordering.Proof. Assume 6j= a � b. That is, hai � bii 62 D. As D is an ultra�lter, wehave D 3 hai � bii0 = hbi < aii � hbi � aiiand sine D is losed upward, this last truth value is also designated. Thatis j= b � a.7.9 Free Ultra�lters and In�nitesimalsAll that remains is to show that we have in�nitesimals. Oh yes, and that wemodel the reals.We have been working for many pages now, toward a rigourous de�nitionof \true enough", that will satisfy requirements 7.4.1 and 7.6.1. We arealmost there, and it is time for the readers' patiene to be rewarded with anintuitive version. True enough is �nitely false. That is, we will designate allthe truth values that are false in only �nitely many plaes.De�nition 7.9.1. An element huii 2 TV is said to be �nitely false i�jfi : ui = Falsegj 2 NSimilarly for �nitely true.De�nition 7.9.2. An ultra�lter on TV is a free ultra�lter if it ontains all�nitely false elements.It's not obvious that free ultra�lters exist. It is shown in [H&L85, Ap-pendix℄ that their existene follows from Zorn's lemma (ie from the axiom ofhoie).Hunter [Hun00℄ has shown that if D is an ultra�lter that is not free, thenour model is isomorphi to the reals. My adaptation of Paul's proofs follow.Note that the atoms of lattie TV are the elements that are true in exatlyone plae. That is they have the formhFalse; False; : : : ; T rue; False; : : : iAlso, given any subset S of TV , we an generate a one by inluding every-thing � suh that s � � for some s 2 S.55



De�nition 7.9.3. We will all the one generated by a set ontaining asingle atom, an atomi one.It's not too hard to see that an atomi one onsists of all the truthvalues with True in the oordinate where the generating atom has its oneand only True. The meet of two of these things will also have True at thatoordinate. Everything that is out of the atomi one has False there, soit's omplement is in. That isProposition 7.9.4. Eah atomi one in TV is an ultra�lter.Atomi ones are not free ultra�lters though, sine the omplement ofthe generating atomhFalse; False; : : : ; T rue; False; : : : i0 = hTrue; T rue; : : : ; False; T rue; : : : iis �nitely false, but is not in the atomi one. In fat,Proposition 7.9.5. Every non-free ultra�lter on TV is an atomi one.Proof. Let D be an ultra�lter on TV , suh that � 2 TV is �nitely truebut �0 62 D, ie �0 is �nitely false, and D is non-free. Now there are atoms�1; : : : ; �k suh that � = �1 _M : : : _M �k, and as TV is a Boolean algebra�0 = �01^M : : :^M�0k. If none of the �i were in D, then, as D is an ultra�lter,all of the �0i would be in D. Sine D is losed under �nite meet, �0 wouldbe in D too. But, by our assumption, it isn't. Therefore we have an atom�j 2 D.If there was some � 2 D where �j 6� �, then � must be false in the one andonly plae where �j is true. Therefore we would have �j^M� = hFalsei 2 Dand hene D = TV , and that's no ultra�lter. So everything in D is � �j,and as ultra�lters are losed upward, everything � �j is in D, ie � 2 D i��j � �.So if D is a non-free ultra�lter, there will be some d 2 N suh that truthvalues will be designated i� they are true at d.The sequenes that will represent in�nitesimals are those that onvergeto zero. The problem with non-free ultra�lters is that they make all of thesesequenes equal to zero.De�nition 7.9.6. A sequene haii is in�nitesimal i� hjaij � ri 2 D for allr 2 R+ . 56



Proposition 7.9.7. If D is a non-free ultra�lter, then zero is the only in-�nitesimal.Proof. Let D be a non-free ultra�lter, haii an in�nitesimal. Then hjaij � ri 2D for all r 2 R+ . Let d 2 N be the true oordinate of the atom generatingD. Then jadj � r for all r 2 R+ , therefore ad = 0, so hai = 0i 2 D iej= a = 0.The standard part funtion stF is suh that for �nite11 haiihaii � stF(haii)is in�nitesimal. It follows thatj= (8x) st(x) = xie, everthing is real.We want nonzero in�nitesimals. Consider the following sequene�1; 12 ; 13 ; 14 ; 15 ; : : :�for whih we will write h1i i. It is non-zero if anything is, beause 
1i = 0� =hFalsei. If we take r 2 R+ then�1i � r� = hFalse; False; : : : ; T rue; T rue; : : : iwhih is �nitely false. We therefore haveProposition 7.9.8. If D is a free ultra�lter, then our model ontains in-�nitesimalsThis is not quite satisfatory though. We would like the theory itself toassert the existene of in�nitesimals. We an't quantify over the reals there,only over the whole extended �eld.We have already established that h1i i is nonzero, and�1i��F h0i = �1i � 0�11The reiproals of in�nitesimals are in�nite, and have no standard part.57



is in�nitesimal, therefore stF�1i� = h0iWe have �nally reahed the goal we set ourselves way bak on page 43Proposition 7.9.9. If D is a free ultra�lter, thenj= (9x) (x 6= 0 ^ st(x) = 0)7.10 ComparisonsOur pointwise equality funtion =R is an example of an internalised equality[FS&S97℄. This onstitutes evidene, depending on your point of view, eitherthat internalised equalities are many-valued logis by stealth, or that many-valued logis are internalised equalities by stealth.Let the relation (in the usual sense) � on RN be given byhaii � hbii i� j= a = bThen the usual model of non-standard analysis is RN=�. The details are leftas an exerise for the reader.
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Appendix ATowards an Inonsistent Solutionto an Undeidable ProblemThere is a fairly straight-forward problem in ommutative group theory thatis not deidable in Zermelo-Fraenkel (ZF ) set theory. It is known as theWhitehead problem.That is, neither the Whitehead sentene, nor its negation is a theoremof ZF . The problem is proved to be undeidable by giving two onsistentextensions of ZF , one that satis�es the Whitehead sentene, and one thatsatis�es its negation. The ommutative group theorists have responded tothis situation by pre�xing their theorems with the variant of ZF that thetheorem is shown to hold in.This pratie, we laim, amounts to \mathematial pluralism". (Compare\logial pluralism", [B&R00℄) They are saying that their theorems are kind-of-true, yet kind-of-false. Wouldn't it be good to embrae all this with aninonsistent yet nontrivial theory of abelian groups, in whih the Whiteheadsentene and its negation are satis�ed? I haven't yet managed to do this,but this appendix outlines how it might work.The idea for this appliation of inonsistent mathematis is due to mysupervisor, Dr. Barry Gardner. The main referene is [Ekl76℄, from whihsome of the de�nitions and theorems are taken almost diretly.A.1 The Whitehead ProblemDe�nition A.1.1. A free abelian group is an abelian (ommutative) groupA generated by a set X � A suh that any map � : X ! B into an abelian59



group B, an be uniquely extended to a homomorphism � : A! B.Terminology A.1.2. We say that X freely generates A.Free algebras are important beause they an at as \representatives"of a type of algebra when proving that all the algebras of that type have aertain property.De�nition A.1.3. A surjetive homomorphism of abelian groups � : B !A is said to split if there is a homomorphism � : A! B suh that �(�(a)) =a 8a 2 A.Terminology A.1.4. We all � a splitting homomorphism for �.Theorem A.1.5. An abelian group A is free i� every homomorphism ontoA splits.Proof. Suppose that A is free and that � : B ! A is surjetive. If fXi : i 2 Igfreely generates A, hoose bi 2 B for eah i 2 I suh that �(bi) = xi. SineX freely generates A, there is exatly one homomorphism � : A ! B suhthat �(xi) = bi for eah i 2 I. Clearly � is a splitting homomorphism for �.To prove the onverse, onsider an abelian group F freely generated byX = fxa : a 2 Ag. Let � : F ! A be the unique homomorphism suh that�(xa) = a for all a 2 A. By hypothesis, there is a splitting homomorphism� : A ! F for �. Sine � is injetive, A is isomorphi to a subgroup of F ;therefore, sine subgroups of free abelian groups are free, we have that A isfree.The Whitehead ondition weakens \every homomorphism" to a speiallass of homomorphisms. Reall that the kernel ker(�) of a group homo-morphism � : B ! A is the set of elements that � maps to the identity:fb : �(b) = eAg.De�nition A.1.6. An abelian group A is alled a Whitehead group (or W-group) i� eah surjetive homomorphisms � : A ! B with ker(�) �= Z,splits.Whitehead's problem is the following: Is this weaker ondition enoughto ensure that an abelian group is free? Or equivalently: Are there anynon-free Whitehead groups? 60



A.2 Inompleteness and UndeidabilityThe Whitehead problem was proved to be undeidable in Zermelo-Fraenkelset theory by Shelah [She74℄ in 1974.Zermelo-Fraenkel set theory is a formal theory, like those we have beenstudying in this work. The language is similar enough to our L that wean safely neglet the distintion. Its onsequene relation, and hene its'losure operator, are indued by a Hilbert-style proof system. The theoryis the losure of a set of axioms that are widely held to be the axioms ofMathematis.Terminology A.2.1. We will denote the axioms of Zermelo-Fraenkel set the-ory, ZF , the onsequene relation ` and its losure operator Cn.Now the famous inompleteness theorems of G�odel [G�od31℄ tell us that,assuming that Cn(ZF ) is onsistent, there will be sentenes S 2 L suh thatZF 6` S and ZF 6` :S.One suh sentene is the \ontinuum hypothesis" (CH), whih we anwrite informally as �1 = 2�0 . That is, ZF an give no answer to the followingquestion: Is there an in�nite set larger than the set of integers, but smallerthan the set of real numbers. The ontinuum hypothesis says no, there isnot.Many mathematiians feel that there really are answers to questions likethis1, and that ZF is therefore inadequate as an axiomatisation of (all) math-ematis. There is onsiderable debate about what axioms (if any) ought tobe added to ZF to yield a \more" omplete theory. Some of the andidatesare:CH the ontinuum hypothesisV=L G�odel's axiom of onstrutibilityMA Martin's axiomEah of these has been proved relatively onsistent with ZF : you antake any one of these sentenes, or their negations, add it to ZF , and thelosure of that set under the usual onsequene relation is onsistent, so longas Cn(ZF ) is.1The author isn't even sure whether there is an answer to the question \Are thereanswers to questions like the ontinuum hypothesis?"61



Now, G�odels' axiom is stronger than the ontinuum hypothesis, that isV = L;ZF ` CHbut Martin's axiom is relatively independent2 of the ontinuum hypothe-sis: ie MA;ZF 6` CH and MA;ZF 6` :CH.There is one more sentene for whih we need a name:W \there is a non-free Whitehead group"Theorem A.2.2. V = L;ZF `W but MA;:CH;ZF ` :WSine this result was disovered, abelian group theorists have begun pre-�xing many of their theorems with the additional axioms they require. Forexample [Wes96℄. Maybe there is no \one true Mathematis". In the remain-ing setions of this appendix, we take the position of someone who wants toaept both of these theories as (in some sense) true yet denies that (forexample) \1=2".A.3 An Inonsistent Non-TheoryGiven a onsistent theory Th, we an onstrut a map vTh from the languageL into the truth values fT; F; Ug (true, false, undeided) as follows:vTh(S) = 8><>:T if S 2 Th;F if :S 2 Th;U otherwise:These are the truth values of the \strong" Kleene Logi K3 (see [Pri01,x7.3℄, [Kle52, x64℄, [Kle38℄). The only designated value in this matrix isT . The propositional logi LP (see [Pri01, x7.4℄) is the same, exept thatboth T and U are designated. What if we just throw in all the undeidablesentenes? Would that be the theory we are looking for?Not really. This is just a set of sentenes. It's not losed under a on-sequene relation, beause we don't have a onsequene relation. We haveonly a single valuation. This would not give a very interesting onsequenerelation (exerise: haraterise the onsequene relation given by a single ad-missible valuation) What we need is a (large) lass of admissible valuations.2Although this is a tehnial term, an intuitive idea will suÆe for our purposes.62



I haven't been able to omplete this work yet, but the following thoughtsseem to be of some value as a starting point.In Chapter 7 our set of truth-values was a produt of the usual set. Weould do something similar here, using 3 opies of fTrue; Falseg, one forZF and one for eah of the extended theories. This would give us a lattieof 27 values. But many of these values ould never our, sine whateveris True in ZF is true in both of the extensions, and similarly for False.Only the sentenes that are undeided by ZF an take di�erent values in theextended theories. Eliminating these \useless" values, we obtain a sublattieof 11 values, with top element TTT , bottom FFF , and nine values in themiddle.This still does not give us a onsequene relation though, just a moreelaborate lassi�ation of sentenes.I think what is required is to move from pointwise truth to pointwiseonsequene. That is we designate subsets of the set of theories. Therewould be no point inluding ZF in this set, as every onsequene underZF is a onsequene under either of the extensions. For example if wedesignate all the non-empty subsets, then � `W C i� �; V = L;ZF ` C,or �;:CH;MA;ZF ` C.The diÆulty then is requirement 7.2 from page 45. We would have `W Wand `W :W , but 6`W W ^ :W .I think what is needed is to larify the idea \produt of models". Is themodel presented in Chapter 7 a produt of models? What else ould it be?How does this idea relate to \pointwise onsequene"?It is a little distressing to have to leave this work in suh a state ofdisarray. The author would welome any ommuniation on the subjet.Let me onlude with some of the things whih seem desirable in anypotential solution.Requirements A.3.1. An inonsistent solution to the Whitehead problem shouldsatisfy the following:(i) We want a onsequene relation `W on L suh thatV = L;:CH;MA;ZF `W W ^ :Wbut the losure operator CnW indued by `W does not trivialise these(inonsistent) premises.That is W ^ :W 2 CnW (V = L;:CH;MA;ZF ) 6= L63



(ii) We want the new theory to ontain both of the onsistent extensionsto the Zermelo-Fraenkel theory.Cn(V = L;ZF )[Cn(MA;:CH;ZF ) � CnW (V = L;MA;:CH;ZF )(iii) We would like the paraonsistent onsequene relation CnW to be as\lose as possible" to the usual one. Here are some properties thatmight suÆeCnW (V = L;ZF ) = Cn(V = L;ZF )CnW (MA;:CH;ZF ) = Cn(MA;:CH;ZF )CnW (V = L;MA;:CH;ZF ) = CnW (Cn(V = L;ZF ); Cn(MA;:CH;ZF ))
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Appendix BWhat Else?Although this projet has been underway for two years, I have not been ableto aomplish very muh of what I had hoped to do. Rather than ompletelyabandon the outstanding items, I have gathered thoughts and referenes here.It probably strikes the reader that I have developed a rather elaborateframework in this study, yet have not done very muh with it. I hope thatthe thoughts olleted here seem interesting, even exiting enough to warrantthe little that I have done.I also hope that this work will be ontinued. If I ontinue it, these noteswill be helpful to refresh my memory. If others �nd my approah to thistopi attrative, they may also bene�t from my suggestions for its furtherdevelopment.Here then is what amounts to a \brain dump". The reader is asked toforgive its shortomings in style and organisation.1. Introdution1.1 Consequenes and possibility are losely linked. One way of seeingit, is that a sentene C is a onsequene of a olletion of sentenes� if it is impossible for all the sentenes in � to be true without Calso being true. That is, onsequene is determined by possibility.What then if it is impossible for all the sentenes in � to be truetogether? Then every sentene is a onsequene of �.What if we see the onnetion the other way round? We �ndthe onsequenes of � by \extrating information" (whatever thatmeans), then we deree that a olletion of sentenes that inludesall its onsequenes (a theory) desribes a possibility.65



1.2 Logiians are not onerned with petty details like the speed oflight, the existene of gods, or that diamonds are stronger thanmushrooms. These are mere aidents of reality. What matters tous are the things that ould not be otherwise. However, it seemsthat whenever anybody suggests that something ould not be oth-erwise, somebody else denies it. Maybe everything is possible, andno onsequenes an be established without some bakground as-sumptions. To illustrate this, onsider the onsequenes of thefollowing sentenene:The laws of logi do not apply.(adapted from a similar example in [Pri01℄)2. Language2.1 To keep everything satisfatory to Herr Hilbert, our alphabetought to be �nite. At least mine is ountable. Enderton [End72,x2.8, p. 164℄ uses an unountable alphabet.2.2 The hapter on language really ought to onlude with some ex-amples of the formulae of the language, and their derivations. Itis probably rather diÆult to understand as it is.3. Semantis3.1 On the matter of extensional versus intensional meaning: Do pos-sibility onstraints give us intentional meaning somehow? Or isthis just a more re�ned form of extensional meaning? The phrases\has a heart", and \has kidneys", mean something di�erent be-ause it is possible for a reature to satisfy one and not the other.Does Ed Zalta's book [Zal88℄, address this?3.2 The relationship between a set of sentenes, the models that sat-isfy them, and the sentenes satis�ed by all these models is anexample of a Galios orrespondene. See [Bir40, Chapter V Se-tion 8℄. Other examples inlude Zariski topologies [Har77℄, and,of ourse, Galois groups.3.3 I would like to have explored the onnetions with Universal Al-gebra muh more. A propositional language, suh as S is a freealgebra generated by its propositional variables. How (and if) thisextends to the full �rst order language L, I'm not sure.66



3.4 The set of terms of the language is a term-algebra, with thefuntion-symbols as its operations. The algebra is generated bythe simple names, and variables. The universe of the interpreta-tion, together with the funtions in the domain of the interpre-tation funtion � form an algebra of the same type. The objetassignments are are the homomorphisms from the term algebrato this \objet" algebra. These sets of maps are algebras of somesort too aren't they?3.5 The language itself is also a term algebra, generated by the atomisentenes, truth-value-names (>i;?i) and propositional variables.The matrix is an algebra of the same type, on the truth values.The truth-valuations are the homomorphisms from the languageto the truth values.3.6 I'm interested in the di�erene between the universal algebra typeaount of ompound funtions (whih ould probably do mykind of relations too) and the way impliit in the variables-and-assignments approah I'm on about. The algebrai story in Burrisand Sankapanivar has holes in it [B&S00℄, though I an't remem-ber what they were now. Funtion omposition generating analgebra of funtions: both truth and objet funtions.3.7 Another similar approah is making an augmented language likethe \ontexts" of � alulus. You ould do stu� like prove whetheror not every relation on a universe is expressible in a given lan-guage.3.83.9 I have rather heekily alled the denotations of quanti�ers quan-tities, mostly beause it sounds nie. Certainly we an apturethe ideas \all" and \some" with these notions. Could we also getstu� like 1, 2, �, i, �0, et? Probably, but it would be kind of ir-ular, like the use of the word \every" in the possibity onstrainton interpretations the universal quanti�er.4. Dedution4.1 I would like to give proofs of the same thing, say(8x)(Fx � Gx); (9x)Fx ` (9x)Gx67



, in eah of the proof systems. Perhaps even a propositional ex-ample.4.2 How do you prove A;B ` A ^ B in a Hilbert system?4.3 I'd like to say a little more about the biography of Gentzen. Hewas another one who did heaps and died young.4.4 Is there any useful sense in whih formal proofs are sentenes inthe language reognised by the dedutive system? I think I reallsomebody saying that sequent aluli an be seen this way.5. Consequene5.1 Compatness. There are notions of ompatness in topology (andhene analysis et.), lattie theory ([B&S00, Defn. 4.13℄, [Bir40,p. 186℄) and in logi ([End72, p. 136℄, [Hod97, Ch. 5, esp. x5.3 p.138℄, [Van71, p. 36℄, [Doe96, x4.1℄). The lattie version is just ageneralisation of that of topology, but ompatness in Logi seemsa bit di�erent. Only a bit though. I expet they are somehow dual,and that larifying the Galios orrespondene (see [Bir40℄) in thelogi will help to sort it out. The exerise suggested in [End72℄ isprobably a good starting point.5.2 Consequene and topology. A topologial losure operator is aspeial kind of losure operator. Most of the onsequene relationswe study have theorems - sentenes that are onsequenes of theempty set. That is Cn(;) 6= ;, so onsequene does not usuallygive you a topology over the language. One ase where it does isin Kleene's K3 (see [Pri01, x7.3℄, [Kle52, x64℄, [Kle38℄). I'm alsogoing to have a look more arefully at Vikers' Topology via Logi[Vi89℄. Another tenuous onnetion: Combinatory logi is analternative formulation of the lambda alulus, whih in turn hasa topologial denotational semantis due to Sott. See [Bar84℄.5.3 The onsequene operator C indued by the onsequene relation` over X is a topologial losure i� ` satis�es what?6. Examples6.1 I would liked to have disussed Lindenbaum algebras/matries. Ifa set of sentenes S is losed under substitution of variables, then68



you an fator the language by relating A and B i� A � B 2 S.In a way, this enables you to get a logi out of a theory. Thatis, just by knowing what is the ase, you an work out what is aonsequene of what. This seems well worth exploring further. abrief summary of my work ([OKe00℄) on this kind of stu� wouldhave been nie. That ould also help with the Whitehead problem.7. Non-standard Analysis7.1 Enderton [End72, x2.8, p. 164℄ gives an aount of NonstandardAnalysis that is highly ompatable with my approah. Unfortu-nately, I disovered it too late. He uses an unountable language.7.2 I'll repeat here a all I made in a footnote: There ought to bea big atalogue of Logial priniples, philosophial arguments forand against them, and logis that satisfy and fail them.7.3 Must TV be a Boolean algebra to satisfy requirement 7.4? (page45). Complements are not unique in nondistributive latties. Con-sider the diamond lattie: eah of the three middle elements is theomplement of the other two. I'm not sure whether an ultra�lter-like thing ould be de�ned on nondistributive latties, that wouldallow us to satisfy the requirement. The proof of 7.5.8 dependson DeMorgan's laws. Do they depend on distributivity? There isprobably a way of beginning with _ and ideals rather than ^ and�lters, and if you did that, you'd need a Boolean Algebra to get7.1.7.4 The transfer priniple de�nitely should be in here.7.5 I had hoped to prove L�os' ultraprodut theorem for my generalisedmodels. B. J. Gardner's \How to Make Many-Sorted AlgebrasOne-Sorted" [Gar89℄ and Tarski's result that varieties are losedunder homomorphisms, subalgebras and produts would hopefullymake the job easier. It may also be worth omparing Gardners'paper with Enderton [End72, x4.3℄7.6 A thought on substitution of equals: If ' is a formula with xfree, let '(a) be ' with a substituted for x. We want j= '(b)whenever j= '(a) and j= a = b. Does making this so turn theuniverse into some kind of spae where fva(n) :j= '(n) is an openset, and va(b) is a limit-point (or some suh) of va(a)? Is this69



yet another Galois orrespondene (see [Bir40℄)? Compare withZariski Topology (see [Har77℄).8. Mortensen [Mor00℄ thinks funtionality (his term) rather than onsis-teny is the key property that interesting mathematial theories musthave. Funtionality is substitutability of equals in logi free ontexts.It is a weaker ondition that transpareny: substitutability of equalsin all ontexts. Does my framework permit non-funtional theories,non-substitutive theories? This is related to my onerns in a footnotesomewhere in Chapter 7.9. My reading has been pretty de�ient. I have not yet read [Pri97℄,[Pri96℄, [Pri87℄, or [daC74℄.
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